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Unmatched 
Silicon Portfolio
▪ Edge Computing Overview

▪ Intel Edge CPUs

▪ Intel Atom® x6000E Series 
Processors and
Intel® Pentium® and 
Celeron® N and J Series 
Processors (formerly 
known as Elkhart Lake)

▪ 11th Gen Intel® Core™ 
processors ( formerly 
known as Tiger Lake-UP3)

▪ Intel Edge Accelerators

▪ Intel Networking 
Components

▪ Intel Memory 
and Storage



Edge Computing Overview

Edge compute is the bridge between devices and cloud

DRIVERS
FOR EDGE
LATENCY, 

BANDWIDTH
DATA GOVERNANCE, 

COST, 
CONNECTIVITY

Devices/
things

On-prem
edge Edge Network edge, 

regional cloud
Core 

network
Cloud

data center

Three key pillars of the Intel edge computing portfolio

Unmatched silicon 
portfolio

Scale cloud architecture with 
a trusted data platform 

foundation that delivers on 
unique requirements of 
edge implementations.

Accelerated deployment 
and solutions

Benefit from full-stack optimized 
software built on open 

standards, with tools, recipes, 
reference designs, and solutions 

to accelerate deployments.

Unrivaled 
ecosystem

Work with Intel-enabled partners 
who understand business needs 

and can develop and deliver 
applications and solutions with 

a common foundation.
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The Intel edge portfolio includes the most diverse hardware and software choices
required to meet the various performance, power, and price requirements of any 
industry use case.

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.

Updated

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/policy/policy-human-rights.html


Intel Edge CPUs

Available compute options

✓ Highest performance, multi-core, largest caches

✓ Performance for demanding applications, with large memory space and I/O 
capacity 

✓ Features advance capabilities for AI including Intel® Deep Learning Boost 
(Intel®DL Boost) storage, virtualization and networking

✓ Best for multi-threaded applications, IT/OT convergence, and edge workload 
consolidation systems

✓ Delivers a balance of CPU/GPU performance, power and price (LGA and BGA 
options)

✓ A broad range of memory and I/O capacity, security & manageability features and 
new Intel® Deep Learning Boost (Intel® DL Boost) capabilities 

✓ New IoT centric options for real-time performance, extended temp and collateral 
for functional safety

✓ Low power compute and graphics performance ideal for small form factor 
designs and applications

✓ Options for standard and extended temperature operation IoT centric options 
with expanded I/O, real-time performance and functional safety support
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Intel offers scalable and diverse compute silicon to process everything 
at the edge.

For more information edge-ready compute processor, visit: Intel IoT and Embedded Processors

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/processors/embedded.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/policy/policy-human-rights.html


Perfect for edge applications requiring low-power performance in a small form factor

Increased CPU and GPU performance, plus enhanced Real-Time performance and 
efficiency

Up to a 1.7x improvement in single-thread performance and up to a 1.5x improvement 
in multi-thread performance gen over gen1

Up to 2x performance improvement in graphics gen over gen1

Dedicated Real-Time offload engine

Onboard Functional Safety monitoring

Hardware-based security with verified and measured boot

Memory support up to LPDDR4 4267 and DDR4 3200 with In-Band ECC capability

Benefits for IoT

8

Intel Atom® x6000E Series and Intel® Pentium® and Celeron® N and J Series processors 
combine the latest 10nm compute and graphics technologies with a host of integrated 
functions and I/Os to create a single-platform solution for IoT. As Intel’s first IoT-
optimized platform in a small factor form it can support IoT application requirements.

Key Platform Features

✓ CPU
▪ Single Core Burst frequencies up to 3.0 GHz
▪ Two- and four-core options ranging from 1.0 

GHz to 1.9 GHz (high-frequency mode)

✓ Real-Time Computing

✓ Intel® UHD Graphics

✓ Functional Safety (FuSa)

✓ Streamlined Development Environment

✓ High-Speed Connectivity and Flexible I/O

✓ Hardware-Based Security 

✓ Remote Device Management

Intel Atom® x6000E Series processors and
Intel® Pentium® and Celeron® N and J Series 
processors (formerly known as Elkhart Lake) 
Enhanced for IoT Platform

1.See backup for configuration details. For more complete information about performance and benchmark results, visit intel.com/benchmarks. Refer 
to software.intel.com/en-us/articles/optimization-notice for more information regarding performance and optimization choices in Intel® software products.

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.

http://www.intel.com/benchmarks
http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/optimization-notice
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/policy/policy-human-rights.html


Built on Intel’s 10nm SuperFin process enhanced specifically for critical IoT applications that 
demand high-speed processing, computer vision, and low-latency deterministic computing

High-performance, responsive CPU/GPU compute combined with AI/deep learning capabilities 
in a low-power platform

Raise performance with up to a 23% gain in single-thread performance, up to a 19% gain in multi-
thread performance1

Advanced graphics, media, and display features*: Intel® Iris® Xe graphics with up to 96 execution 
units that will deliver up to 2.95x the graphics performance of 8th Gen Intel® Core™ processors and 
dual video decode boxes can process up to 40 simultaneous video streams at 1080p 30 
frames/second and output up to four channels of 4K or two channels of 8K video1

Put accelerated AI inferencing and computer vision to work with a single architecture: AI and deep 
learning inference can run on up to 96 graphic execution units (INT8) or run on the CPU with VNNI, 
which condenses three AVX instructions into one

Real-Time computing*: New IoT-centric hardware and software enable applications that meet real-
time computing demands and deliver deterministic performance

11th Gen Intel® Core™ Processors 
(formerly known as Tiger Lake-UP3) 
Enhanced for IoT Platform

Benefits for IoT
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11th Gen Intel® Core™ processors are high-performance, low-power CPUs designed for 
commercial and industrial applications. The platform’s combines the of speed, high 
powered Intel® Iris® Xe graphics and AI acceleration, and hardware support for real-time 
computing. As Intel’s first IoT-optimized platform in a small factor form it can support 
IoT application requirements.

Key Platform Features

✓ Performance
▪ Includes up to four processing cores
▪ New microarchitecture implemented on 

Intel’s new 10nm SuperFin technology

✓ Real-Time Computing

✓ Intel® Iris® Xe Graphics

✓ Accelerated AI & Computer Vision

✓ Streamlined Development Environment

✓ High-Speed Connectivity 

✓ Hardware-Based Security & Device Management

✓ Operating System Support

1.See backup for configuration details. For more complete information about performance and benchmark results, visit intel.com/benchmarks. Refer 
to software.intel.com/en-us/articles/optimization-notice for more information regarding performance and optimization choices in Intel® software products.

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.

http://www.intel.com/benchmarks
http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/optimization-notice
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/policy/policy-human-rights.html


Intel Edge Accelerators

Accelerators for the edge

✓ Achieve low latency for real-time applications. FPGAs help solve for memory-
bound workloads, run on bare metal, and have a direct connection for a wide 
selection of inputs to eliminate unnecessary data movement

✓ Offers incredible programmability and flexibility, FPGAs can add new capabilities 
to AI systems in the realms of security, I/O, networking, pre/postprocessing,
and more

✓ Provides the right memory mixture for network functions

✓ Gain extremely high levels of performance while maintaining low power 

✓ Perform power efficient image processing with high throughput memory fabric

✓ Execute deep learning with a dedicated neural compute engine for deep neural 
network inferences

✓ Capture images through camera ready image processing with 4K ISP pipeline for 
up to 8 HD sensors

✓ Delivers the high performance and low latency required for 5G networks

✓ Provides minimum-risk optimization path for workloads that do not require the 
full programmability of FPGAs
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Accelerators provide reference designs that power high density technologies that 
enhance computer vision capabilities at the edge, speed deep learning inference 
performance, and maximize compute efficiency.

For more information on Intel® Movidius™ VPU, visit: Intel® Movidius™ Vision Processing Units (VPUs); 
for more information on  Intel® FPGAs, visit: Intel® FPGA Products.

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/processors/movidius-vpu.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/programmable/fpga.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/policy/policy-human-rights.html


Intel Networking Components

Explore the networking products and technologies portfolio

Intel® Ethernet Products

Intel® Ethernet Network Adapters, Controllers, and Accessories 
enable agility from the edge to the data center to deliver efficient, 
cost-effective services

Intel® QuickAssist Technology

Provides a software-enabled foundation for security, 
authentication, and compression

Intel® Silicon Photonics Optical Transceivers

Extended temperature ranges support edge offering for 5G data 
throughput at network edge

For more information, visit:

▪ Intel® Ethernet Products

▪ Intel® QuickAssist Technology

▪ Intel® Silicon Photonics Optical Transceivers
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Get advanced performance with affordable, industry-leading products and standards-
based infrastructure to cloudify compute at the network edge.

Updated

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/network-io/ethernet.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/architecture-and-technology/intel-quick-assist-technology-overview.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/network-io/high-performance-fabrics/silicon-photonics.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/policy/policy-human-rights.html


Intel Memory and Storage

Intel® Optane™ memory and Intel® Optane™ DC persistent memory

Intel® Optane™ Memory

✓ Acceleration and responsiveness helps 
device work, analyze, and respond 
faster

✓ Accelerate HDD or SATA-based SSD 
IoT device platforms, to affordably get 
both capacity and responsiveness

Intel® Optane™ DC Persistent Memory

✓ Disrupting the traditional memory-storage 
hierarchy with a new tier to fill the memory-
storage gap, providing greater overall 
performance, efficiency, and affordability

✓ High system performance with large 
memory, and high endurance for 
write-intensive workloads*

Intel® Optane™ SSD and Testbed for Intel® Optane™ SSD

Intel® Optane™ SSD

✓ Advanced SSDs with Intel® Optane™ 
technology and the latest Intel® 
processors can exponentially improve 
your system performance

✓ Allowing the SSD to feed the data to the 
processor more quickly, which means the 
processor is empowered to work to its full 
potential

Testbed for Intel® Optane™ SSD

✓ Leverage data-center-performant Optane and 
enable it in hyperconverged, efficient edge 
servers to allow bigger, more affordable data 
sets

✓ Accelerate applications, reduce transaction 
costs for latency-sensitive workloads, and 
improve total cost of ownership 

*For additional information, read: Intel® Optane™ Presistent Memory Product Brief

For more information, visit: Intel Optane Technology

12

A revolutionary memory and storage technology to deliver unparalleled performance 
and new computing possibilities across a breadth of markets.

Updated

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/docs/memory-storage/optane-persistent-memory/optane-dc-persistent-memory-brief.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/architecture-and-technology/intel-optane-technology.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/policy/policy-human-rights.html
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Intel Edge Accelerated 
Development Tools
▪ Intel Edge Computing Developer Tools Journey

▪ AI and Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit

▪ Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit

▪ ONNX RT + Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

▪ Azure Marketplace

▪ Intel® Media SDK

▪ Open Visual Cloud

▪ Intel® System Studio

▪ Intel® Distribution for Python*

▪ Open Network Edge Services Software 
(OpenNESS)

▪ Intel® Edge Software Hub

▪ Intel® Smart Video 
Evaluation toolkit

▪ Intel® Modular Edge Compute Architecture, 
A Reference HW Specification

▪ Intel® Media Accelerator Reference Software

▪ Converged Edge Reference Architecture 
on Premise

▪ Intel® DevCloud for the Edge

▪ Udacity* IoT Edge for AI Developers Nano-
Degree Platform



Intel Edge Computing
Developer Tools Journey

Problems solved

Unlock

Unlock the full potential 
of Intel hardware with 

Intel’s optimized software

Build

Build a strong foundation 
with a range of SW tools 

and SDKs offered by Intel

Leverage

Leverage software 
offerings for key 

technologies (deep 
learning, real time) to 

propel innovation

Research technologies
and see examples 
of IoT applications 

Quickly build and validate 
with integrated 

developer kits, software 
tools, demos, and sample 

code

Analyze and 
optimize applications 

to maximize performance, 
efficiency, and capability

Get to market fast and scale 
through programs, 
services, and ecosystem 
technologies

Develop multiplatform AI-at-the-edge solutions here: software.intel.com/en-us/iot/home
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A common, seamless, and cross-platform developer experience and software 
enablement offer value at every stage of the journey for edge computing solution 
developments.

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.

https://software.intel.com/en-us/iot/home
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/policy/policy-human-rights.html


AI and Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ Toolkit

Artificial intelligence (AI) is an area of computer science that emphasizes
the creation of intelligent machines that work, react, and learn like humans.

What is AI?

Supervised 
learning

Unsupervised 
learning

Semi-supervised 
learning

Reinforcement 
learning

✓ Regression

✓ Classification

✓ Clustering

✓ Decision trees

✓ Data generation

✓ Image processing

✓ Natural language processing

✓ Recommender systems

✓ Adversarial networks

AI

Machine
learning

Deep 
learning

No 
“one-size-
fits-all”
approach
to AI

Where does the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit fit in?

High-performance deep 
learning

Streamlined development 
and ease of use

Write once, deploy 
anywhere

Accelerate Deep Learning Deployments at Scale

Additional Resources: Product Page | Download |  Community Forum | Learning and Events 
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Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.

https://software.intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/tools/openvino-toolkit.html
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Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ Toolkit

Key benefits with today’s version of the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ 
toolkit (2021.2)

✓ The Deep Learning Workbench—a web-based tool used to simplify model analysis, is now 
integrated with Intel® DevCloud for the Edge.

✓ OpenVINO™ toolkit also now supports Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 8.2

✓ New OpenVINO™ Security Add-on, allowing customers to control models through secure packaging 
and model execution

The latest 2021.2 release of the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ 
toolkit features

✓ Deep Learning Workbench + Intel® DevCloud for the Edge: Graphically analyze models to compare, visualize, 
and fine-tine a solution against multiple remote hardware configurations

✓ Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8.2 support (for CPU only): We continue to expand support to more OS options.
✓ OpenVINO™ Security Add-on, which controls access to model(s) through secure packaging and execution. 

Based on KVM Virtual machines and Docker* containers, and compatible with the OpenVINO™ Model Server, 
this new add-on enables packaging for flexible deployment and controlled model access. 

✓ Wider availability: Release 2021.2 is now be available on Intel® DevCloud for the Edge and the Intel® Edge 
Software Hub.

Additional Resources: Product Page | Download |  Community Forum | Learning and Events 
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The Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit is a free software kit that helps developers 
and data scientists speed up deep learning workloads and streamline deployments 
from the network edge to the cloud.

Other new features for the Intel Distribution of OpenVINO toolkit 2021.2

TensorFlow per-channel quantization support in the Model Optimizer
• Now with support for models quantized with TensorFlow Quantization-Aware training
• Contains per-channel quantization for weights
• Improves performance by model compression and latency reduction

Open Model Zoo

Public models
• Yolo V4 for object detection
• AISpeech for speech recognition
• DeepLab V3 for semantic segmentation

New updated pretrained models
• Human pose estimation
• Formula recognition polynomial handwritten
• Machine translation
• Sign language recognition

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.

https://software.intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/tools/openvino-toolkit.html
https://software.intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/tools/openvino-toolkit/download.html?cid=other&source=linkedin_organic_int&campid=ww_q1_iotg_ov-da&content=comms-reg_pro
https://community.intel.com/t5/Intel-Distribution-of-OpenVINO/bd-p/distribution-openvino-toolkit
https://software.seek.intel.com/open-vino-training
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/policy/policy-human-rights.html


ONNX RT + Intel® 
Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ Toolkit

For more than 20 years, Intel and Microsoft have partnered to build the foundation for 
data-driven enterprise, enabling IT to deliver powerful, efficient, and flexible business 
solutions and services.

Key benefits

✓ Accelerate deep learning deployments with Open Neural Network Exchange - Runtime 
(ONNX-RT) and OpenVINO™ toolkit on Intel platforms

✓ Leverage turnkey, cloud-to-edge flow with Azure ML, Azure IOT Edge and ONNX-Runtime and 
broad support for ONNX models.

✓ Run inference seamlessly on any Intel® Hardware in the Cloud, on-prem or at the Edge.

Features

✓ Extensible architecture designed to support CPU, iGPU and plug-in hardware accelerators 
(VPU, FPGA) across multiple platforms (Linux, Windows)

✓ Supports more than 45 topologies with ongoing development to add more

✓ Validated* using ONNX Model Zoo and customvision.ai generated models

✓ Compliant with ONNX-Machine Learning spec

Cloud

Train

Custom train 
models to ONNX

and other formats

Convert Download

Convert Your 
Model

Catalog of ML &
DL Models

ONNX Model Zoo

Conversion 
to ONNX

Azure 
Container 
Registry

Azure 
IoT Hub /
Azure IoT 

Central

EDGE Device/Things

EDGE Inference

Integrated with

Azure IoT Edge Runtime

Heterogeneous Architecture Choices

Kits Accelerator cards
ONNX
Model

14

11

58

83

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

bvlc_alexnet

bvlc_googlenet

ONNX-RT

ONNX-RT+OpenVINO

Inferencing Latency for Sample DL Models 
(CPU-only, FP32, Opset 9)

Inferencing Latency for 100 iterations (ms)

*Connectivity of Intel devices from Edge to Cloud validated on Azure IoT Hub and Azure IoT Central

For more information, visit Azure Marketplace:

azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/apps/intel_corporation.onnxrtopenvino?tab=Overview
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Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Azure Marketplace 
OMVS Container

Key benefits

✓ Model Server Inference service through HTTP/REST and gRPC endpoints

✓ Scalable, high-performance solution for serving ML models on Intel® architectures

✓ Supported Configuration: Pre-built Clear Linux container – CPU, iGPU, VPU (NCS2, HDDL-R)

✓ Pre-loaded Object Detection & Classification models to get started quickly

✓ Validated with Live Video Analytics on IoT Edge (REST API) and other services to enable AI on
live video streams

✓ Use it with your Edge-to-Cloud Platform of your choice to complete your solution

For more information, visit: OVMS Azure Marketplace Listing

The AI Extension module for OpenVINO™ Model Server is an Edge module targeted to 
serve video analytics pipelines. Developers can send video frames and receive inference 
results from the server. Powered by Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit, it enables 
developers to build, optimize and deploy deep learning inference workloads for 
maximum performance across Intel® architectures

18
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Azure Services to Edge OpenVINOTM Model Server

Train
Models

Azure Machine Learning

TRAIN

Custom train models to ONNX and 
other formats

Convert & Validate
Your Model

Model Zoo

Catalog of ML & DL 

Models

Azure
Media
Services

Storage

Azure
Container
Registry

Azure
loT Hub

Biz Logic

Video
Ingestion

Client

Edge Inference

Others SW 
Components

Azure loT Edge Runtime

Host OS

Heterogeneous Architecture Choices

CLOUD

EDGE DEVICE/ THINGS

Video Frames

Inference Results

Azure IoT 

Central

OpenVINOTM Model Server
AI Extension Module

OpenVINOTM Inference 
Engine

REST/gRPC Server

REST API & 
gRPC API OpenVINOTM Models

Json Resp.
(meta data)
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Azure Marketplace 
CustomVisionApp

Key benefits

✓ Ready-to –deploy docker application. Streamline development by taking advantage of 
standardization and orchestration development using docker containers to download models 
and run locally

✓ Object detection and image classification made easier. Using a graphical UI, utilize AI to 
detect objects and classify images with tools to measure precision and performance, and 
customize probability threshold

✓ Accelerate train-to-deployment pipeline. Simply upload images, annotate using the GUI, train 
and deploy to the real world

Features

For more information, visit: CustomVisionApp Azure Marketplace Listing

A computer vision application that enables you to unlock insights with ready-to-deploy
computer vision AI models. Accelerate time-to-production with train-to-deployment AI
model pipeline, an out-of-the-box object detection and image classification experience.
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Train-to-deploy Computer Vision apps… now faster
INTEL® Distribution of OpenVINOTM Toolkit

Optimization Notice
Copyright © 2020, Intel Corporation. All rights reserved
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▪ AML Pre-trained Solutions
▪ Cognitive Services
▪ Microsoft Visual Studio® Code

deploy

train

Azure Machine Learning®

Object detection Image classification

Strawberry

Human
Bicycle
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Azure Marketplace
DL Streamer App

Key benefits

✓ Enable cognitive neural network model-based video analytic capabilities

✓ Enable streaming analytics framework for complex media analytics 

✓ Configure pipeline for object detection, tracking, and classification

✓ Support multiple input streams with pre-trained models

For more information, visit: DL Streamer App Azure Marketplace Listing
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Deep Learning (DL) Streamer is a component of OpenVINO™ Toolkit that offers a 
streaming analytics framework based on GStreamer* multimedia framework for creating 
complex media analytics pipelines using OpenVINO Inference Engine. It provides 
optimal pipeline interoperability and optimized inferencing across Intel® architecture, 
CPU, iGPU and Intel® Movidius™ VPU.

Media Analytics Pipeline

INTEL® Distribution of OpenVINOTM Toolkit

Copyright © 2020, Intel Corporation, All rights reserved

DL Streamer

Decode Scale/CSC

Crop 
scale

Display

Inference Tracking Inference
Publish/ 
Process/ 
Overlay

Storage

720p
1080p

4K
(AVC, HEVC)

Resize to 
223x224 RGB

Object Detection Object Tracking
Object 

Classification

Application logic 
to consume 

inference results
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Azure Marketplace 
Intel® Device Cloud 
for Developers

Key benefits

For more information, visit: DevCloud Azure Marketplace Listing
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A Development Sandbox for AI computer vision applications on the edge. Utilizes a 
browser-based development environment to execute code directly within the
Web browser.

✓ Convenient link from marketplace to securely sign up for Intel® DevCloud for the Edge1

✓ UI software that allows you to access the Intel® DevCloud for the Edge resources from a web 
browser

✓ Instant global access on latest Intel managed and maintained software and hardware to run AI 
workloads

✓ Secure Storage servers that provide a network-shared filesystem for your data from any 
machine in the cloud

✓ Benchmark your customized AI Application for immediate performance feedback

1Worker Safety use case using ONNX RT + OpenVINO can be found under Advance applications

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Intel® Media SDK

Key benefits with today’s version of the SDK

✓ Accelerate rich media performance: Speed up video playback, encoding, processing, and 
media formatting conversion

✓ Achieve real-time 4K video communication at 60 FPS HEVC decode and encode

✓ Cut product time to market. Prototype, optimize, and productize your media pipelines with a 
comprehensive, convenient API

✓ Speed up transition to new codecs: Use efficient codecs with hardware acceleration to 
increase speed, compression, and quality across AVC, HEVC, and MPEG-2

✓ Debug and customize your products quickly: Find and solve application bugs, port 
applications to new operating systems, and add new features using source code for open 
source Linux

✓ Deliver fast, high-quality, real-time video transcoding in: 

▪ Broadcasting

▪ Over-the-top (OTT) delivery

▪ Live video and video-on-demand (VOD)

▪ Cloud gaming and remote desktop solutions

✓ Access hardware-accelerated video codecs and programmable graphics on the latest
Intel® processors

For more information, visit: software.intel.com/en-us/media-sdk
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Develop awe-inspiring videos with state-of-the-art libraries, tools, and samples 
accessible via a comprehensive API for video processing. Intel® Media SDK enables 
hardware acceleration for fast video transcoding, image processing, and
media workflows.

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Open Visual Cloud

Key benefits of Open Visual Cloud

Rapid development

Reduced time-to-market 
with reference pipelines 
across multiple Visual 

Cloud services

Optimized experience

Optimized media, AI, and 
graphics ingredients across 

Intel’s portfolio (CPU
and accelerator)

Ready-to-use package

Pre-configured SW stacks 
integrated with FFMPEG 

and gStreamer to get 
started in minutes

Visual Cloud Services and Open Visual Cloud components

Visual Cloud Services enabled by Open Visual Cloud

✓ Media processing and 
delivery

✓ Media analytics

✓ Immersive media

✓ Cloud gaming

✓ Cloud graphics

Reference Pipelines

✓ CDN transcode

✓ Video Conferencing

✓ Smart City/Stadium

✓ Dynamic AD insertion

✓ 360VR streaming

For more information, visit: 01.org/openvisualcloud
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Open Visual Cloud is a set of open source software stacks and pipelines built with 
optimized ingredients across four core building blocks (encode, decode, inference, and 
render) to deliver visual cloud services for media, inferencing, gaming, and graphics. 
Open Visual Cloud allows developers to create and deliver an enhanced visual 
experience for end users.

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Intel® System Studio

Key benefits of Intel® System Studio

✓ Accelerate system bring up and IoT application development: Ready-to-use, domain-specific 
routines and system-wide visual performance analysis quickly identify issues and reduce 
optimization time

✓ Boost performance and power efficiency: Platform-tuned libraries and compilers help 
optimize software on Intel® Architecture. Actionable data uncovers power issues

✓ Strengthen system reliability: In-depth debugging, tracing, and analyzing capabilities identify 
elusive issues and deliver deep platform insights

New in Intel® System Studio in 2020

✓ Latest processor support: 10th generation 
Intel® Core™ processor and Intel® Xeon® 
processor

✓ Improved remote development: The Intel® 
Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit in Intel 
System Studio with a new Docker* platform

✓ Enhanced roofline analysis and developer 
guidance: Intel® Advisor adds cache 
simulation insights for vectorization for 
roofline analysis for L1, L2, L3, and DRAM

✓ Rapid insights into performance: Intel® 
Processor Trace can pinpoint code 
optimization for platform-level collection
and analysis, and improved first-time
user experience

✓ Improved ease of use: The tool suite 
offers new and improved code wizards 
and samples to speed up IoT
project development

✓ Enhanced standards support: Intel® C++ 
Compiler extended its coverage of C++17
and C++20

✓ Harness more performance: Leverage the 
power of Intel® platforms with latest 
performance libraries, analysis tools, and 
enhanced features

✓ Improved debug: Intel® System Debugger 
adds a newly designed Eclipse* integrated 
source-level debugger to increase 
developer efficiency

For more information, visit: software.intel.com/en-us/system-studio

Sign up to use the tool here: software.intel.com/en-us/system-studio/choose-download
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Intel® System Studio is an all-in-one, cross-platform tool suite, purpose built to simplify 
system bring-up and improve system and IoT device application performance on Intel® 
platforms.

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Intel® Distribution for Python*

Key benefits of Intel® Distribution for Python*

✓ Achieve faster Python* application performance - right out of the box - with minimal or no 
changes to your code

✓ Accelerate NumPy, SciPy, and scikit-learn with integrated Intel® Performance Libraries such 
as Intel® Math Kernel Library and Intel® Data Analytics Acceleration Library

✓ Access the latest vectorization and multithreading instructions, Numba and Cython, 
composable parallelism with Intel® Threading Building Blocks, and more

Who should use the Intel® Distribution for Python*?

✓ Machine learning developers, data scientists, and analysts: Easily implement 
performance-packed, production-ready scikit-learn algorithms

✓ Numerical and scientific computing developers: Accelerate and scale the compute-
intensive Python* packages NumPy, SciPy, and mpi4py

✓ High-performance computing (HPC) developers: Unlock the power of modern hardware 
to accelerate your Python* applications

What’s new in 2020

✓ Faster machine learning with scikit-learn key algorithms accelerated with Intel® Data 
Analytics Acceleration Library (Intel® DAAL)

✓ Harness Intel® DAAL capabilities with a Python* API using daal4py package improvements

✓ Speed up pandas and NumPy with a compiler-based framework

✓ Includes the latest TensorFlow* and Caffe* libraries that are optimized for Intel®

For more information, visit: software.intel.com/en-us/distribution-for-python
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Supercharge Python* applications and speed up core computational packages with the 
performance-oriented Intel® Distribution for Python*.

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Open Network Edge Services
Software (OpenNESS)

Key benefits of OpenNESS

✓ Simplifies the complexity of the network for cloud developers by using consistent and 
standardized APIs (such as 3GPP, ETSI-MEC) 

✓ Enables innovative functionalities such as access termination, traffic steering, multitenancy 
for services, service registry, service authentication, telemetry, application toolkits, appliance 
discovery and control, and includes a web-based GUI for easy application onboarding and 
secure management

✓ Provides Cloud Native Capabilities for resource orchestration, telemetry and
service mesh

✓ Offers HW/SW optimizations for best performance and ROI through Dynamic discovery and 
optimal placement of apps/services

Who should use OpenNESS

Enterprises (CoSPs, CSPs)

✓ Easy integration of 
networking into enterprise 
infrastructure

Edge Builders (platform/service 
dev)

✓ Deploy PaaS/IaaS quickly with 
multi-cloud apps

✓ Build and deploy E2E services 
in a lab or field trial, or perform 
benchmarking/sizing for RFPs

✓ Create platform software for 
network/on-prem edge

App Software Developers 
(vision analytics, OTT, CDN, 

industrial, retail)

✓ Deploy cloud like edge 
apps with better 
performance to meet KPIs

✓ Port existing applications 
running in the cloud to the 
network/on-premise edge

For more information, visit: openness.org/
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OpenNESS is an edge computing software toolkit that enables highly optimized and 
performant edge platforms to on-board and manage applications and services with 
cloud-like agility across any type of network.

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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✓ Multi-Access Networking: 5G service based architecture/Wireline and private wireless via 
capabilities such as LTE CUPS, CBRS, 5G AF/NEF

✓ Accelerators: Dynamic control and management of underlying HW accelerators

✓ Edge Services: Multi-cloud connectors, transcoding, AI, and video analytics

✓ Confidential Computing: Enable security of data and storage

✓ Dataplane: Support for multiple data planes (OVN, SRIOV, Calico, Flannel, Weave, Multus, 
Bond, Userspace)

✓ Resource Management: Node feature discover, topology MGR, CPU pinning, CPU isolation

✓ Telemetry: Telemetry aware scheduling

OpenNESS 20.06 release

For more information, visit: openness.org/
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Inferencing at the Network Edge
Visual Cloud Accelerator Card-Analytics (VCAC-A) PCIe accelerator cards

eBPF for Optimized CPU Utilization
Supporting extended Berkeley Packet Filter (eBPF)

Telemetry Service
Collect and monitor platform information with the new telemetry service

Simplified Application Bundling with Helm Charts

OpenNESS 20.06 introduces the Intel® Distribution of Open Network Edge Services Software 
(Intel Distribution of OpenNESS) with enhanced features and optimizations to harness the full 
potential of Intel architectures for on premise and network edge uses cases. Learn more. 

Open Network Edge Services 
Software (OpenNESS) Cont’d

Based on a microservices architecture and purpose-built APIs, OpenNESS provides 
the flexibility to be used in parts or as a complete platform to accelerate deployment 
across diverse platforms with seamless interoperability for Intel’s hardware and 
software platforms.

Modular, microservices-based architecture with open APIs

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Intel® Edge
Software Hub: Overview

Key benefits

Break down barriers to edge intelligence through an array of resources including tutorials 
and sample code, easy-to-use software tools, prevalidated and configurable software 
offerings, and simplified implementation of edge-to-cloud developer workflows

Leverage specialized software packages and reference implementations specific for 
edge use cases that provide developers from all verticals the confidence of knowing 
modules have been tested, validated, and integrated

Extend cloud applications to the edge for enhanced developer benefit from edge-to-
cloud workflow integration that enables developers to seamlessly develop cloud 
applications and deploy solutions at the edge

Enhance solution value with diverse Intel® portfolio hardware that optimizes 
development of edge solutions

Scale up quickly with end-to-end solutions offered to enterprises of all sizes developing 
IoT and intelligent edge solutions for easier creation of hardened and deployable 
commercial offerings

For more information, visit: intel.com/edgesoftwarehub
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The Intel® Edge Software Hub gives you a competitive edge to meet the growing 
demand for IoT edge applications. Obstacles like complex requirements, issues with 
connectivity, security and latency, and diverse edge infrastructure all delay 
development of solutions and their release to market. The Intel® Edge Software Hub 
makes it simple and easy to find, prototype, and integrate software. Save time and 
money with an expanding list of vertical-specific, containerized software packages and 
robust software tools. Take advantage of our extensive portfolio of scalable, 
interoperable Intel® hardware solutions and vast ecosystem offerings. 

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Target Audience

Intel® Edge Software Hub:
Edge Software Packages

Converged Edge Insights

Accelerate innovation in 
computer vision 
applications and edge-to-
cloud integration

Edge Software Packages

Edge Controls 
for Industrial

Support advanced AI 
workloads for product quality, 
predictive analytics, & 
industrial automation

Edge Insights for Vision

Accelerate innovation in 
computer vision 
applications and edge-to-
cloud integration

Edge Insights 
for Industrial

Accelerate the transition from 
fixed-function industrial 
control systems to SW-
defined solutions

Developers Original Device Manufacturers Scale Partners

Jump Start development 
with Intel and popular 
open source SDK and API 
for Edge

Re-use architecture 
blueprints for edge 
workload convergence 
and scale

Learn modern edge 
architecture and 
industry use cases

Test qualify hardware designs 
with diverse industry use cases 
and edge workloads

Create Developer Kits: 
Accelerate development on your 
edge systems by combining your 
HW design with use vase focus 
software packages

Showcase systems with Intel 
edge software hub and scale 
with Intel ecosystem programs 

Re-use reference designs 
or leverage the 
architecture blueprint to 
create scalable solutions –
Intel® IoT RFP Ready Kits, 
Intel® IoT Market 
Ready Solutions

Collaborate: Network of 
system integrators, 
application vendors and 
aggregators to accelerate 
your edge deployments
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Intel® Edge Insights
for Vision

A pre-qualified set of tools built to optimize performance of computer vision 
applications running at the edge enabling faster time to market for developers and a 
simplified application deployment pipeline.

Multi camera monitoring

Run inference on multiple 
streams concurrently

Facial recognition

Run face detection and 
recognition algorithms on your 

edge device

Traffic & vehicle monitoring

Monitor the roadways and 
improve security in your cities

Features

Optimize your computer 
vision application 
running on Intel

✓ Model optimization

✓ Inference Engine

✓ Computer vision sample 
apps

✓ Edge Orchestration

✓ Multi-Cloud capability

✓ HW scalability

OpenVX* 

OpenCV* 

Samples

Model 
optimizer

Open
Model

Zoo

Inference Engine
Common API 
(C++/Python*

Optimized Cross-
platform Inference)

Deep Learning Workbench

Calibration 
Tool

Model 
Analyzer

Benchmark 
App

Accuracy 
Checker

Aux 
Capabilities

Intel* Media SDK

OpenCL™ Drivers
and Runtimes

Multi-cloud 
capability

Reference 
Implementation

▪ Docker

▪ K3s

▪ AWS 
Greengrass

▪ Azure IoT 
edge

▪ Azure ONNX 
Runtime

▪ Multicamera Monitoring

HW 
scalability

Edge 
orchestration

Vision Tools

For more information, visit: Edge Insights for Vision
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Intel® Edge Insights 
for Industrial

A production-quality software reference design that enables secure ingestion, 
processing, storage, orchestration, and management of data and near real-time event-
driven control. The commercial grade recipe easily integrates the customers’ data, 
devices, and processes in SW package. With the ease of AI deployment at the edge, 
customers can improve operational and production efficiency.

Edge Insights for Industrial use cases

Defect detection

Package, part, or surface 
defects detection using AI 

and vision technology 

Predictive analytics

Predicting future outcomes 
based on historical data to 

lower costs 

Manufacturing productivity

Identifying opportunities & 
processes to improve on 

efficiency and safety

Features

✓ Modular message/data bus for machine, video, and audio1 workloads

✓ Containerized ingredients for image processing, storage, and analytics

✓ Support for industrial optimized inference and training at the edge

✓ Support for various operating systems (e.g. Linux*, AliOS*, etc.)

✓ Connectors for easy usage of Intel® Media Software Development Kit (Intel® 
Media SDK), Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit, and Intel® Math Kernel 
Library (Intel® MKL)

✓ Optimized for Intel’s CPU, GPU, FPGA, and VPU portfolio with hardware ranging 
from gateways, industrial PCs (IPCs), to edge Servers

1. Targeted for a future Industrial edge Insights software release

For more information, visit: Edge Insights for Industrial
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Intel® Atom®, Intel® Core™, Intel® Xeon®

Intel® Edge Controls 
for Industrial

Key capabilities

Controls for Industrial

Real-Time Compute
Linux-RT with Time-Sensitive 
Networking (TSN) Interface 
Opensource TSN 
Implementation Intel® TCC 
Tools and TSN

Intel® Edge Controls for Industrial is a complete, tested, and validated control platform 
to deliver customers a flexible, modular control solution that can be used to create 
specific architectures for diverse industries.
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Combining IT with OT

Workload Consolidation
Multiple Virtual DCNs and 
PLCs on a Virtualized 
Hardware Portable 
Containerized SW

Application and 
Platform Management 
RT Workload Orchestration 
Enhanced Maintainability 
Zero Downtime Updates

Infrastructure 
Management 
Scalable Compute, 
Network, and Storage 
Infrastructure Management

IT technologies
1. Virtualization
2. Containerization
3. Orchestration
4. Platform & Infrastructure management
5. Industry Standards
6. HW form factor standard
7. Security

Industrial Connectivity
EtherCAT, OPC UA, Profinet, 
CAN, Middleware, Gateway

Controls Application 
Verified Industry Control 
Environment and Samples
Performance Optimization

Security
Intrinsic confidentiality, 
integrity, and authentication 
covering chip to cloud 

Functional Safety
Certifiable tool chain and 
software Proof-in-use BKCs
Fault Tolerance Mechanism

Benefits
✓ Reduced CapEX and OpEx

✓ Increased flexibility

✓ Increased availability

✓ OT-predictability with IT-like 
management and security

✓ Interoperability

OEM/ODM benefits
✓ Reduced TTM

• Validated verified reference 
architecture to bridge IT and OT

• High0-quality Reference code 
ready for integration

✓ New business opportunities 
across the ecosystem

INCREASED 
AVAILABILITY

IMPROVED 
FLEXIBILITY

REDUCED 
CAPEX/OPEX

Industrial grade requirements
1. Determinism (Real-time)

2. Operational levels of availability

3. Environmental needs

4. Support for industrial 
communication protocols

5. Functional safety

Human 
Machine
Interface

Controls 
databus
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Party Soft 

PLC

Container Engine

Operating Systems

Hypervisors

Firmware

Hardware Platform
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Performance 
benchmarking 

tools

Sample 
OPCUA 

Application

OPCUA 
PubSub over 

TDN

Intel Developed Open Source 3rd party developed
Intel+Open

Source
Intel/Open Source/

3rd Party

Edge Controls

WLC real-time compute – IT-like management concepts – Promote standards – Design modularity

Sample AGV 
& Robotics 
Application

Robotics 
OS
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For more information, visit: Converged Edge Insights
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Converged Edge Insights allows developers to engage with a broad ecosystem of 
hardware and software vendors and solutions integrators to develop new 5G use cases 
and services. It is a set of pre-integrated components that accelerate solution 
development and deployment at the network and enterprise edge.

Create Applications

that run on your choice of 
cloud framework on 

networks managed by any 
service provider

Manage Applications 
and Networks

through onboarding with 
cloud-like agility

Run IoT Edge Solutions

optimized for Intel® architecture 
and network workloads on 

a single platform

Features

Key Capabilities

Simplify building and deploying edge 
applications in 5G and next-generation 
networks

✓ Open Network Edge Services Software 
(OpenNESS) to steer data traffic at 5G 
latencies and manage nodes at scale

✓ Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ Toolkit 
to maximize performance and 
extend workloads

✓ Consolidate visual intelligence and 
wireless workloads

✓ Apply predictive models to 
data collections

Intel® Converged Edge Insights

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Automated Optical
Inspection

Axioteck deployed the AOI 
solution with Intel Edge Insights 

for Industrial to enhance 
machine vision on their factory 

lines, leading to increase 
detection accuracy and reduced 

false alarm rate.

Edge AI computing
smart retail

IOTech deployed Edge Xpert, a 
solution that combines an IoT 

platform with integrated 
computer vision and 

multiapplication provisioning. 
The solution led to merged data 
sources and gained insights into 

customer experience and 
inventory optimization.

Autonomous
mobile robots

Using Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit, AAEON and 
UP created the RoboMaker Pro 

Kit to allow developers to 
implement 3D cameras and 

stereo vision into factory and 
warehouse robots. The 

solution led to  better frame 
rate performance.

All in one Edge
AI Developer

Built with Intel® Edge Insights 
for Vision and Intel® Core™ and 

Intel ® Xeon® Processors, the 
Vecow Vhub AI Developer 

provides complete 
development framework for 

edge computing applications. 
The single program led to 

reduced development time.

Retail customer
intelligence at the edge

Developed with Intel® Edge 
Insights for Retail, the 

ThunderSoft Smart Retail 
System is able to detect and 
analyze customers and flow 
patterns in a wide range of 

environments. The solution led 
to an accelerated increase in 

development times.

Textile factory
automation

Using machine vision, the textile 
manufacturing solution 

implements continuous, fast 
and accurate automated data 

insights. Aotu.ai’s BranFram and 
OpenVIsionCapsules combines 
AI with edge computing to give 

users actionable insights 
into defect detection and 

quality control.

Intel® Edge Software Hub:
Partner Solution Briefs

Using Intel technology to create cutting-edge, streamlining solutions 
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Intel® Edge Software Hub:
Reference Implementations

Reusable sample applications that solve real-world industry problems
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Intelligent Traffic 
Management

Monitor traffic intersections via IP 
cameras to optimize traffic flow. 
Detect vehicles and pedestrians, 
record vehicle types and counts, 

calculate velocity and 
acceleration, and more.

Fleet Driver Assistance
Use computer vision, deep 

learning, and edge networking to 
develop a solution for managing 

driver behavior and alertness. 
Provide real-time alerts to the 
driver and fleet manager, plus 

long-term analytics about 
drivers, vehicles, and routes.

Real-Time Sensor 
Fusion for Loss 

Prevention
Combine data from point-of-
sale systems, scales, cameras, 
and RFID readers to prevent 

loss at checkout.

Automated Checkout
Use computer vision to detect 

products that are removed 
from a cooler or cabinet 

without the mechanical pusher 
or robotic arms.

Wireless Network-Ready 
Intelligent Traffic 

Management

Consolidate visual intelligence 
and wireless workloads at traffic 
intersections. This container is 

hosted in an Open Network 
Edge Services Software 

(OpenNESS) edge node, which 
contains the necessary software 

stacks to host a 5G RAN. 

Rotor Bearing 

Defect Detector
Predict performance issues 

with manufacturing 
equipment. Perform local or 
cloud analytics on any issues 

found and predict when 
failures might arise.

Motorcycl
e

Vehicle

First Fault 
Detected

Powered by
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Intel® Edge Software Hub: 
Recommended Hardware

Scalable product portfolio optimized for Edge Software offerings 

The software offerings available through Intel® Edge Software Hub are optimized for 
Intel’s expansive portfolio of hardware solutions, allowing you to deploy your solutions 
across hardware platforms of choice. This highly scalable portfolio supports an 
expansive array of use cases with power & performance required to enable deep 
learning and inference at the edge across verticals.

Recommended devices optimized for Intel® Edge Software

For more information, visit: Edge Software Hub Recommended Hardware
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M065

GPC-1000 SeriesExpress-CF-AI

Bluzer

LEC-AL-AI

US-M5422

UP Core/UP Core Plus

MVP-6100 Series

EPC-C301 UP Xtreme, UP AI Core X Boxer 6841M K-U67MV K-A68MV

MXE-210
VHD ECX-1400 

PEG Series

S100 Series V300 Series V500 Series AI5030SAI5032 YCS-S351

IX7E-A2 Series
M047 MINI PC 
Module v1.0 ASUS PE200U

Real-Time Machine Data Kit CG2400 SMV-U7724MP9 G4 Retail System

OPS9900-7200u-Ai

DSP-D400U

IPC964-512-FLSRB201 EC70A-SUTANK AIOT Dev. Kit
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Intel® Edge Software Hub: 
Getting Started

Getting started

Learn

✓ Learn about Intel® 
Edge Software Hub 
Offerings, proof 
points of ecosystem, 
and developer 
testimonials all at 
intel.com 

✓ Ask questions and 
share information 
through Intel® Edge 
Software Hub 
community support

Explore

✓ Jump start your 
development with Intel® 
Edge Software Hub on 
Intel® Developer Zone by 
utilizing the Getting 
Started Guide for 
Industrial, Retail, Vision

✓ Understand & evaluate 
available Edge Insights 
software packages with 
docs and reference 
offerings for 
Edge Insights for 
Industrial, Edge Insights 
for Retail, 
Edge Insights for Vision

Develop

✓ Select Edge Insights 
software packages and 
customize based on
your need

✓ Accept evaluation 
license

✓ Review and download 
with single click

✓ Run installation script on 
targeted devices based 
on Intel® Edge Software 
Hub’s Recommended 
Hardware Catalogue

Deploy

✓ Submit your 
commercial ready 
offering to Intel® RFP 
Ready Kits

✓ Submit your deployed 
solution to Intel® 
Market Ready 
Solutions

✓ Always get the latest 
info by visiting 
Intel.com 

Leveraging Intel® Edge Software Hub

Contributors Users/Consumer

Open source communities Equipment

ISVs ISVs

SIs SIs

Micro Services

Sample Apps

Hypervisors

Cloud Workflows

For SI’S For end users

For OXM’S, SI’S

For more information, visit: IoT Edge Solutions
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Intel® Smart Video 
Evaluation Toolkit

Shorten timeframes for building smart video proofs of concept, boost end to end (E2E) 
performance, and accelerate core video analytic evaluation with Intel® Smart Video 
Evaluation toolkit

What is it?

What is it?

✓ Ready to use Open Source 
Reference Code for 
Concurrent Video 
+ AI Workload

✓ BKM for Performance 
Profiling & Optimization

✓ Typical Issue Debug Guide

Who needs it?

✓ Video OEM for NVR/Video 
Matrix/Video 
Conference/R&B/IWB

✓ Video ODM

✓ ISV & SI

What is the benefit?

✓ Quick POC for core video 
analytic workload in
1 week 

✓ 5+ optimization BKMs to 
boost the pipeline 
performance

✓ 10+ features for quick 
performance profiling 
and evaluation

✓ Debug guidance 
summarized from 200+ 
fixed issues

How it works

Concurrent Video Analytic E2E Workload Development Lifecycle

Evaluation Development Optimization Debug

Concurrent Video Analytic E2E Pipeline Optimization
Sample Application

Development Guide

Smart video evaluation toolkit

Quick Evaluation

Quick Integration

Best Performance

Quick Debug

For more information, visit: Intel Smart Video Evaluation Toolkit
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Intel® Modular Edge 
Compute Architecture, A 
Reference HW Specification

The Intel® Modular Edge Compute Architecture (MECA) provides standardization that 
lowers TCO while providing capabilities to scale up and utilize hybrid compute modules. 
It enables developers to create innovative designs with flexible form factors across the 
edge spectrum.

Key Benefits of Intel® Modular Edge Compute Architecture 

✓ Advance traditional Edge products, enabling customers to scale up their Edge 
Compute on-premise

✓ Delivers flexibility and velocity for Edge deployments, extending the ability for 
multiple form factors to become an Edge server 

✓ Lower TCOs and increases interoperability via Standards, providing an Edge 
Platform for innovation that scales to deliver on your Edge business needs

The value of Intel® Modular Edge Compute Architecture 

Process 
everything
with edge 
optimized 
ingredients 

Validate off the 
shelf solutions
with solution 
matchmaking,  
validating and 
promoting additional 
products with Edge 
Software Hub

Customize HW 
products 
through MECA 
HW reference 
architecture, a 
modular 
baseboard which 
fits into multiple 
form factors

Integrate at 
higher levels
by providing 
common 
edge open 
source 
standards-
based SWs 

Hardware partners

For more information, visit: Edge Solution Hub
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Intel® Media Accelerator 
Reference Software

Key Benefits of Intel® Media Accelerator Reference Software

✓ Create unique immersive experiences with high-definition video

✓ Deploy computer vision and deep learning solution at the edge

✓ Enable multiple usages such as multiple displays, layouts, video resolution 
& format

✓ Source code access to speed up application development

✓ Validate Retail use-cases across devices with built-in performance usage data

Key Differentiators of Intel® Media Accelerator Reference Software

Hardware Accelerated Media Processing and Inferencing

Decode, Encode, Transcode, Video post-processing on Intel® Integrated Graphics 
and AI Inferencing on Intel® CPU, Intel® Integrated Graphics and Intel® Vision 
Accelerator Design with Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X VPUs

Speeds Time To Market via use of key technologies

Microsoft Media Foundation*, FFmpeg*, DirectX*, Intel® Media SDK, Intel® 
Automotive Solution Compositor for Wayland* Protocol, Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit on Windows and Linux platforms

Quickly and Easily Showcase Use Cases 

Intuitive user configurable GUI (or xml) for adding media and analytics pipelines to 
showcase specific use cases using sample pre-trained open source models

Get Started with the Intel® Media Accelerator Reference Software here

Download Intel® Media Accelerator Reference Software here

Intel® Media Accelerator Reference Software implements Intel® Media SDK and Intel® 
OpenVINO™ Inference Engine for end-to-end video rendering, broadcasting and AI 
inferencing usages in digital signage, interactive flat panel displays, kiosks, pick & go 
and other retail use-cases.
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Converged Edge Reference 
Architecture (CERA) 
for On-Premise

Pre-validated reference architectures from Intel for optimized cloud-native platforms 
can support diverse workloads across inference, media, networking, and other IoT 
applications in a common infrastructure. Speed up time to market for partners and 
customers, resulting in readily-deployable, vertical-aligned service platforms.

Converged edge reference architecture on-premise 

Service innovation in an optimized 
platform1 that:

✓ Supports Diverse Workloads in a Unified Cloud-
Native infrastructure

✓ Simplifies Network and App complexity via 
Developer Offerings for Network, IoT, AI & Media

✓ Results in pre-integrated, readily deployable, use 
case-aligned partner solutions

Base Enabling Software
(OS, Hypervisor, DPDK)

uCPE
Platform
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Retail
Apps

Industrial
Apps

Smart City/ 
Transportation Apps

Intel® 
FlexRAN®

SD-WAN + VNF/CNFs + 
Security + Network Analytics

CERA value proposition

Solution Developers 
(OEMs/COMs/SIs)

✓ Pre-validated reference 
architecture with HW/SW 
optimizations

✓ Significant support from 
Intel through solution 
development

✓ Gives you access to Intel’s 
Market Scale programs 
and Sales/Marketing 
incentives through
RRK & MRS

Solution Integrators
(SIs)

✓ Eliminates ground-up 
solution aggregation as 
readily deployable partner 
solutions are available

✓ Significantly reduces 
solution integration time

✓ Ease of locating/procuring 
an ODM/OEM vertical use-
case solution through 
Intel’s RRK solution 
directory

Enterprises/COSPS
(Customers)

✓ Rapid time to market with 
ready solutions from the 
partner ecosystems

✓ Lower TCO with consolidated 
Infrastructures that support 
open standards & systems

✓ Shorted span to monetize 
services or realize business 
KPIs with platforms made for 
easy service deployments
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Converged Edge Reference 
Architecture (CERA) 
for On-Premise (cont’d)

Pre-validated reference architectures from Intel for optimized cloud-native platforms 
can support diverse workloads across inference, media, networking, and other IoT 
applications in a common infrastructure. Speed up time to market for partners and 
customers, resulting in readily-deployable, vertical-aligned service platforms.

What do you get with CERA

Ingredients

Includes CERA On-Premise 
spec, OpenNESS Experience 
Kit, and the Intel® Distribution 
of OpenVINO™ Toolkit

Support

Significant Support from Intel
through Solution 
Development

GTM resources

Visibility and scale through 
Intel’s Sales & Marketing 
Programs (RRKs, MRS) 

CERA Go-To-Market leverages Intel® IoT RFP Ready Kits

EFFECTIVELY SCALE WITH INTEL SALES AND MARKETTING PROGRAMS

✓ Pilot-ready

✓ Use case-founded

✓ Interoperable components

✓ Repeatable

✓ Adaptable tech

▪ Kit contains HW (from 
sensor to Cloud) + Domain 
Specific Application SW + 
analytics + Distribution 
/Support model

▪ The foundation for 
building solutions to 
address specific 
customer challenges

▪ Targeted for enterprise 
developers and Sls

RRKs in progress:

QuCPE for Smart Retail 
Solution

Converged 5G private 
wireless and edge 
for Verticals

For more information, visit: Covered edge Reference Architecture (On-Prem)
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Intel® DevCloud for the Edge

Key benefits with today’s version of the tool

✓ Easily evaluate Intel’s heterogeneous edge compute processors (CPU, CPU 
w/ Integrated Graphics, VPU, and FPGA)

✓ Learn to develop vision inference solutions with the Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

✓ Get started with complete examples or modify and upload your 
own models/workloads

✓ Evaluate and compare various IoT Developer Kit offerings, software stacks, 
and edge stacks

✓ Get started immediately without waiting to buy edge hardware

✓ Finetune your vision models/algorithms with the Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

✓ Now available for research to students and faculty with a .edu email address

Explore the tool at: devcloud.intel.com/edge

Sign up today at: software.intel.com/en-us/devcloud/edge/sign-up

Intel® DevCloud for the Edge is a cutting-edge, specialized prototyping tool for AI 
developers. Develop computer vision applications using the Intel® DevCloud, which 
includes a pre-installed and preconfigured version of the Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit. Access reference implementations and pretrained models to help 
explore real-world workloads and hardware acceleration solutions
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Udacity* IoT Edge AI 
for IoT Developers 
Nanodegree Platform

Option 1: Edge AI fundamentals w/Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit

Intel edge AI Fundamentals with OpenVINO™ available FREE on Udacity*!

✓ Understanding the basics of AI at the edge

✓ Leveraging pre-trained models for computer vision inferencing

✓ Converting pre-trained models in intermediate representations including customer layers

✓ Inferring deep learning models through the toolkit’s Inference Engine

✓ Deploying an app to the edge

✓ Analyzing basic performance measures of the deployed app

✓ Assessing use cases of the app and understand end user needs

Option 2: Nanodegree program: Intel edge AI for IoT developers

Lead the development of cutting-edge edge AI applications for the future of the 
Internet of Things

✓ Industry recognized, specialized training to create AI-enabled edge projects ready for market 
faster and with higher performance and accuracy

✓ Deep-dive expertise from Intel and industry experts

✓ Hands-on, project-based learning going beyond concept to application

✓ Personalized mentorship during the project to ensure expertise

Learn more about the Intel® IoT edge AI Scholarship and Nanodegree at: 
The Intel edge AI for IoT Developers Nanodegree Program Now Open for Enrollment

Intel and Udacity* are training the developer community in deep learning and 
computer vision, which will accelerate the development and deployment of artificial 
intelligence (AI) models at the edge by leveraging the Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit
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Intel ConfidentialDepartment or Event Name

Intel®-Based 
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Design Products



Intel ConfidentialDepartment or Event Name

Intel®-Based 
Developer-Ready 
Hardware

Foundation Kits
▪ Intel® Neural Compute Stick 2

▪ UP Xtreme Edge Compute Enabling Kit

▪ Advantech EPC-C301 Computer Vision 
Dev Kit

▪ IEI FLEX-BX200 Aiot Developer Kit

▪ UP Squared AI Vision X Developer Kit

▪ IEI Tank Aiot Developer Kit

▪ JWIPC Ifactry Developer Kit (PRC Only)

▪ JWIPC Ishow Developer Kit (PRC Only)

▪ Uzel Bluzer Developer Kit 
(PRC Only)



Intel® Neural 
Compute Stick 2

Key benefits

✓ Exceptional performance per watt per dollar 
With incredible computing power at an affordable 
price, innovation isn’t limited 

✓ Plug-and-play edge AI inferencing 
Develop creatively and choose from a variety of 
frameworks, networks, operating systems,
and platforms

✓ Streamlined path to production
Accelerate to a working prototype and scale to 
production with the Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit paired with the richest AI at the 
edge ecosystem of Intel® AI: In Production partners

✓ Get started quickly with NCS2 bundles
Prototype with low-cost edge devices, build cutting 
edge-AI and machine learning into PC applications, 
and use depth sensing cameras for plug-and-play 
edge inferencing

✓ Discover ready-made code with NCappZoo
Leverage a repository to find pre-built code to get 
proofs of concept up and running and share 
developments with other community members 

Prototype AI at the edge here: intel.com/ncs

Visit NCappZoo here: github.com/movidius/ncappzoo
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The Intel® Neural Compute Stick 2 (NCS2) is a low-cost prototyping device that jump 
starts AI solution development. Combined with the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ 
toolkit and the Intel® AI: In Production ecosystem, it empowers developers to quickly 
and affordably bring deep learning inference to laptops, IoT, and edge devices.

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.

http://intel.com/ncs
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UP Xtreme Edge 
Compute Enabling Kit

The UP Xtreme Edge Compute Enabling Kit is designed to boost your AI on-the-edge 
with production-ready support for multiple markets

Perform in harsh conditions

with low-power Intel 8th gen 
processors and UP Xtreme fanless 
chassis to operate in -20 to 70° C

Expand easily

with multiple options to add on 
additional boards and services

Speed development

with pretrained models and 
training extensions

Key components

Hardware

✓ UP Xtreme edge Compute Enabling 
Kit with 8th generation Intel® Core™ 
processors and Intel® Altera MAX 5 
FPGA

✓ Optional AI Core X Mini PCIe* card 
with two Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ 
X VPUs

Preinstalled Software

✓ Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

✓ Intel® Media SDK

✓ Ubuntu 18.04 LTS

Key applications

Computer Vision and Deep 
Learning inference from edge to 
cloud across multiple verticals 
and use cases, including:

✓ Robotics

✓ Automation

✓ Retail

✓ AI

✓ IoT

✓ …and more

LEARN MORE

▪ Visit the UP Xtreme edge Compute Enabling Kit page on Intel.com 
to view documentation, tutorials, and how to order:
https://software.intel.com/en-us/iot/8th-gen-core-dev-kit

▪ Access support provided by the UP community:
up-community.org/
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Advantech EPC-C301 
Computer Vision Dev Kit

The Advantech EPC-C301 Dev Kit accelerates targeted application development 
through a comprehensive set of features.

Offers plug-and-play 
functionality

with the flexibility to expand 
AI capabilities to the edge

Enhances inference efficiency

by scaling AI inference workloads 
with Intel® Vision Accelerator Designs

Delivers value-added software

to accelerate edge AI deployment & 
management with a visualization tool

Key components

Hardware

✓ Advantech EPC-C301 Dev Kit with 
8th generation Intel® Core™ 
processors 

✓ VEGA-330 Mini PCIe card 
(by default)

✓ Optional VEGA-330 Mini PCIe* card 
with two Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ 
X VPUs

Preinstalled Software

✓ Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

✓ Intel® Media SDK

✓ Ubuntu 18.04 LTS

Key applications

The Advantech* EPC-C301 Dev Kit 
is ideal for applications in Industry 
4.0, Internet of Things, and 
Intelligent Transportation Systems

✓ Automatic Number-Plate 
Recognition

✓ Automatic Guide Vehicle

✓ Automated Optical Inspection

✓ …and more

LEARN MORE

Visit the Advantech EPC-C301 Dev Kit page on Intel.com to view 
documentation, tutorials, and how to order:
https://software.intel.com/en-us/iot/8th-gen-core-dev-kit
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IEI FLEX-BX200 AIoT 
Developer Kit

Open the door to faster deployments of inference systems with the FLEX-BX200AI 
AIoT Dev Kit.

Harness powerful 
edge compute

with low-power Intel 9th gen
processors with up to 8 cores

Expand easily

with multiple options to add on 
additional boards and services

Speed development

with Intel AI software 
development toolkits

Key components

Hardware

✓ IEI FLEX-BX200 AIoT Developer Kit 
with either Intel® Xeon® or Intel® 
Core™ processors

✓ Optional Mustang-V100-MX8 PCIe 
accelerator card powered 
by 8 Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ 
X VPU’s

Preinstalled Software

✓ Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

✓ Intel® Media SDK

✓ Ubuntu 18.04 LTS

Key applications

Computer Vision and Deep 
Learning inference from edge to cloud 
across multiple verticals and use 
cases, including:

✓ Robotics

✓ Automation

✓ Retail

✓ AI

✓ IoT

✓ …and more

LEARN MORE

Visit the IEI FLEX AIoT Developer Kit page on Intel.com to view 
documentation, tutorials, and how to order:
https://software.intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/topics/iot/hardware
/9th-gen-core-dev-kit.html
Used with hardware that does not include Intel Vision Accelerator 
Design products
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UP Squared AI Vision X 
Developer Kit

Implement computer vision solutions and run deep learning inference using the CPU, 
GPU, or an optional VPU.

Preinstalled computer
vision software

Leverage the Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit for hardware 

acceleration of deep learning inference 
for computer vision applications

Hardware
acceleration

Harness the performance of
Intel®-based accelerators for deep 

learning inference with the CPU and 
GPU included in this kit or with an 

optional VPU

Reduced time
to field trial

Leverage the included production-ready 
system with mountable aluminum 

chassis and camera (deployable as-is 
with an operating temperature range of 

0℃ to 40℃)

Key components

Hardware

✓ UP Squared board with quad core 
Intel Atom® X7-E3950 processor

✓ Optional AI Core X Mini PCIe* card 
with the Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™
X VPU

✓ USB camera 

Preinstalled Software

✓ Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

✓ Intel® System Studio 2019 
Ultimate Edition

✓ Intel® Media SDK

✓ Drivers for Intel® VTune™ Amplifier, 
Intel® Energy Profiler, Intel® 
Graphics Performance Analyzers

✓ Ubuntu* 16.04 desktop

Key applications

✓ Face detection and analysis

✓ Retail audience analytics

✓ Pedestrian detection 
and analysis

✓ Traffic monitoring and license plate 
recognition

✓ Brand recognition and inventory 
management (video)
Personal protective equipment 
analysis (video)

✓ …and more

LEARN MORE

▪ Visit the UP Squared AI Vision X Developer Kit page on Intel.com to view 
documentation, tutorials, and how to order:
software.intel.com/en-us/iot/hardware/up-squared-
ai-vision-dev-kit

▪ Access support provided by the UP community: up-community.org/
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IEI Tank AIoT Developer Kit

Experience the performance of Intel Xeon® processors, Intel®
accelerators, pre-installed visions software and tools, and more.

Optimal performance
& reliability

Improve performance by 1.4x with the 
newest Intel® Xeon® E3-1268LV5 

processor and ensure data integrity and 
reliability with the server chipset’s 

error-correcting code memory support

Preinstalled
software stack

Exploit hardware performance
using pretrained models and training 

extensions found in the Intel® 
Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit wile
Intel® Media SDK enables encoding and 

decoding of video formats

Rapid development
& deployment

Reduce time to market and
simplify software development
using preloaded tools such as

Intel® System Studio and
Arduino Create

Key components

Hardware

✓ IEI TANK AIoT Developer Kit E3

✓ 120 V power cable

✓ Optional Mustang-V100-MX8 PCIe 
accelerator card powered by 8 
Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ 
X VPU’s

Preinstalled Software

✓ Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

✓ Intel® Media SDK

✓ Ubuntu* 16.04 desktop LTS

✓ Intel® System Studio 2019 
Ultimate Edition

Key applications

✓ Industrialized solutions

✓ Intelligence at the network edge 
using on-premise servers

✓ Applications that require 
vision accelerators

✓ Managing and running multiple IoT 
vision systems

✓ Running multiple hypervisors for 
IoT solutions

✓ Monitor industrial, retail, factory, 
and other work-spaces using 
computer vision and visual 
dashboards as well as ingesting 
and measuring data

LEARN MORE

▪ Visit the IEI Tank AIoT Developer Kit page on Intel.com to view 
documentation, tutorials, and how to order:
software.intel.com/en-us/iot/hardware/iei-tank-dev-kit-xeon

▪ Used with hardware that does not include Intel Vision Accelerator 
Design products
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JWIPC iFactry Developer Kit 
(PRC only)

Experience the performance of Intel® Core™ processors and Intel® HD Graphics 
acceleration. Deploy industrial-grade hardware and software in factories, warehouses, 
and manufacturing environments.

Performance

Analyze multiple HD video streams and 
large amounts of sensor data with the 
high-performing Intel Core processors 

and Intel HD Graphics

Preinstalled
software stack

Get the most out of your hardware 
performance with the Intel® Distribution 
of OpenVINO™ toolkit, Intel® Media SDK, 
Intel® System Studio, and libraries—all 

preinstalled with samples

Rapid development
& deployment

Speed up time to market with a 
preloaded operating system, software, 
computer vision models, samples, and 

development tools, such as 
Intel® System Studio

Key components

Hardware

✓ JWIPC iFactry developer kit

✓ 6th or 7th generation Intel Core i5
or i7 processors

✓ Digital Visual Interface Display 

Preinstalled Software

✓ Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

✓ Intel® Media SDK

✓ Intel® System Studio 2019 
Ultimate Edition

✓ Ubuntu* 16.04 desktop LTS

Key applications

✓ Face detection and analysis

✓ Retail audience analytics

✓ Pedestrian detection 
and analysis

✓ Traffic monitoring and license 
plate recognition

LEARN MORE

Visit the JWIPC iFactry Developer Kit page on Intel.com to view 
documentation, tutorials, and how to order:
software.intel.com/en-us/iot/hardware/jwipc-ifactry-dev-kit
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JWIPC iShow Developer
Kit (PRC only)

Take advantage of a pre-validated hardware system and OS with preinstalled 
developer tools, runtimes, and SDKs, allowing rapid deployment plus accelerated 
and balanced workloads.

Preinstalled computer
vision software

Use the Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit for hardware 

acceleration of deep learning inference 
for computer vision applications

Hardware
acceleration

Harness the performance of Intel®-
based accelerators for deep learning 

inference with the CPU and GPU 
included in this kit or with an optional 

VPU such as Intel® Neural 
Compute Stick 2

Rapid development
& deployment

Simplify your software development, 
optimize your application for Intel® 
platforms, and get your product to

market faster

Key components

Hardware

✓ JWIPC iShow Developer Kit

✓ 12 V, 3 A DC in 

Preinstalled Software

✓ Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

✓ Intel® Media SDK

✓ Ubuntu* 16.04 desktop LTS

Key applications

✓ Computer vision applications that 
run across all Intel® 
Vision Products

✓ Media encoding and decoding

✓ Deep learning applications across 
Intel®-based silicon products

LEARN MORE

Visit the JWIPC iShow Developer Kit page on Intel.com to view 
documentation, tutorials, and how to order:
software.intel.com/en-us/iot/hardware/jwipc-ishow-dev-kit
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Uzel Bluzer Developer Kit 
(PRC only)

Experience the performance of hardware accelerators and Intel® Core™ processors.

Performance

Get the performance you need to 
analyze multiple high-definition (HD) 
video streams and large amounts of 
sensor data with an Intel® Core i5 or 

Intel® Core i7 processor and Intel 
HD Graphics

Preinstalled software stack

Get the most out of your hardware 
performance with the Intel® Distribution 
of OpenVINO™ toolkit, Intel® Media SDK, 

and libraries—all preinstalled 
with samples

Use cases

Simplify your software development, 
optimize your application for Intel® 
platforms, and get your product to 

market faster with preloaded tools on a 
pre-validated operating system

Key components

Hardware

✓ Uzel Bluzer Developer Kit

✓ 120 W – 150 W power adapter

✓ Optional UI-AR8 PCIe accelerator 
card powered by 8 Intel® Movidius™ 
Myriad™ X VPU’s

Preinstalled Software

✓ Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

✓ Intel® Media SDK

✓ Ubuntu* 16.04 desktop LTS

✓ Intel® System Studio 2019 
Ultimate Edition

Key applications

✓ Computer vision applications
that run across all Intel® Vision 
products, media encoding and 
decoding, deep learning 
applications across Intel®-based 
silicon products

✓ Independent workloads for 
computer vision and time-series 
data analysis in virtual machines 
using a Kernel-based Virtual 
Machine (KVM)

✓ Track the activity of workers who 
are near heavy machinery
and develop safety solutions using 
computer vision technologies

✓ Send notifications when an 
employee appears to be distracted 
while operating machinery

LEARN MORE

▪ Visit the Uzel Bluzer Developer Kit page on Intel.com to view 
documentation, tutorials, and how to order:
software.intel.com/en-us/iot/hardware/uzel-bluzer dev-kit

▪ For support from Uzel, visit: uzelinfo.com/en/prod.php?id=93
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Wireless Scaling Kits

▪ Wireless Scaling Kits Overview

▪ Advantech Wireless Scaling Kit

▪ IEI Wireless Scaling Kit

▪ UP Squared Certified Gateway

Intel®-Based 
Developer-Ready 
Hardware



Wireless Scaling Kits Overview

Complex certifications processes for IoT products are costly in both time and money 
and causes a lack of device level readiness of off-the-shelf embedded wireless 
solutions. Answering this call, the Intel® Wireless Scaling Kit is disrupting wireless 
certification processes to solve customer and industry problems.

Build solutions with ODM 
ecosystem partners

Accelerate time to market with 
wireless scaling

Scale products rapidly to meet 
various vertical use cases

Enabling Connectivity – Edge to Cloud

Ecosystem 
Solutions

Application 
Software

Certified 
Devices

Optimized 
Portfolio

Industrial Robotics Retail Healthcare Cities Transporta-
tion

Edge & Cloud 
Orchestration

Use Case-Specific 
Implementations

Multi-Cloud 
Capability

5G Network 
Readiness

Multi-Workload

Edge Insights for 
Industrial

Edge Insights
for Retail

Edge Insights
for Vision

5G Converged
Edge

More…

Seamless 
Connectivity

Use Case-Specific 
Implementations

Full Certified 
Solutions

Market-Ready 
Antenna Design

Low Touch 
Certification

More…

Smart and Connected Hardware Scalability with built-in WSK

EMC/EMI

Product Safety

Wireless Co-existence

ETHERNET

SILICON 
PHOTONICS

QUICKASSIST
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NERVANA™
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Advantech Wireless 
Scaling Kit

The Advantech Wireless Scaling Kits help industrial companies step into the world of 
IoT speedily by offering a variety of powerful wireless modules and professional 
wireless design-in services. The kit enables companies to transmit massive data in 
real time. 

Reduce time-to-market Use an integrated package Save money with a cost-
effective approach

Key features of Bluetooth and Wi-Fi Module

✓ EWM- W192K2 with Intel vPro® Technology

✓ EWM-C186K1 with Intel® XMM™ 7560 chipset 

✓ Longevity: 2020/Q1 – 2025Q1

✓ Form Factor: M.2 2230 A-E key

✓ Wireless Standard: 802.11AC+BT5.0

✓ Chipset: Intel AC9260

✓ Signal Protocol: 

✓ Wi-Fi: PCI-e

✓ Bluetooth: USB 2.0

✓ Antenna: 2 antennas with MHF4 RF connectors

✓ Temperature Range: 0 to 70 ⁰C

✓ O.S. Supported: Microsoft Windows 10 and Linux 

LEARN MORE

▪ Visit the Advantech Wireless Scaling Kit product page and video

▪ For support from Advantech, visit: https://www.advantech.com/
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Key features of LTE Module

✓ Certification ready wireless kit with Intel® XMM7560 
4G LTE CAT16 M.2 3042 Key-B (PCI-e) module*1 + 
MFH4 connector 30cm cable*4+4G LTE dipole 
antenna*4

✓ "module + cable + antenna" wireless kit level 
certification ready for FCC/IC/CE-RED

✓ 4G LTE FDD&TDD:1Gbps DL(Cat.16)

✓ Standard M.2 3042 key-B form factor with PCI-e bus

✓ Operation Temperature : -20 ~ +65 °C

✓ Cable*4 with accessories for IPC system assembly 
between module and antenna

✓ Standard dipole antenna*4 for IPC systems assembly

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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IEI Wireless Scaling Kit

The IEI Wireless Scaling Kit is designed to provide developers from various markets and 
verticals with cutting-edge wireless development technology.

Enhance off-the-shelf 
wireless solutions

Scale to meet various vertical 
use cases

Accelerate time 
to market

Key features of Bluetooth and Wi-Fi Module

✓ Form Factor: M.2 2230 A-E key

✓ Wireless Standard: 802.11AC+BT5.0

✓ Chipset: Intel AC9260

✓ Signal Protocol:

✓ Wi-Fi: PCI-e

✓ Bluetooth: USB 2.0

✓ Certified Device Ready Antenna – Zero touch with no 
further device level certification required on the host

Key features of LTE Module

✓ Certification ready wireless kit with : Intel XMM7560 4G 
LTE CAT16 M.2 3042 Key-B (PCI-e) module*1

✓ module + cable + antenna" wireless kit level certification 
ready for FCC/IC/CE-RED

✓ 4G LTE FDD&TDD:1Gbps DL(Cat.16)

✓ Standard M.2 3042 key-B form factor with PCI-e bus

✓ 2 certified device level antenna solutions – faster time to 
market

LEARN MORE

▪ Visit IEI’s website for more information on the Wireless Scaling Kit that 
goes with IEI Flex AIoT Foundation Dev Kit

▪ https://new.ieiworld.com/%5bmk_upload%5d/marketing/flex-bx200-
aiot-development-kit/en/ ( WSK will be added before the launch )
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UP Squared Certified Gateway

The UP Squared Certified Gateway uses a connectivity reference kit to assist in 
certifying wireless in embedded systems.

WSK comes as a pre-installed Kit on the UPS platform to enable developer 
community (FDK).

Customize the embedded 
system to local certification 

requirements

Feel confident with a pre-
certified kit

Scale quickly by removing 
red tape

Key components

✓ Form Factor: M.2 2230 A-E key

✓ Wireless Standard: 802.11AC+BT5.0

✓ Chipset: Intel AC9260

✓ Bluetooth: USB 2.0

✓ Certified Device Ready Antenna – Zero touch with 
no further device level certification required on 
the host

LEARN MORE

▪ Watch the UP Squared Promotional Video for more information
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Key components

✓ Form Factor Mini PCIe

✓ IoT/M2M-optimized LTE Cat 4 Module

✓ Certified device level antenna solutions – faster 
time to market

Certified Platforms

Up Squared Gateway Up Squared IoT Edge Up Squared IP68 Edge

Edge System

IC

Wireless Scaling Kit

Certified Wireless Module Kit

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
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Vision Accelerator Design Products
▪ AAEON Vision Accelerator Design Products

▪ ADLINK Vision Accelerator Design Products

▪ ADVANTECH Vision Accelerator Design Products

▪ HPE Vision Accelerator Design Products

▪ IEI Vision Accelerator Design Products

▪ JWIPC Vision Accelerator Design Products

▪ NEXCOM Vision Accelerator Design Products

▪ tinyGO Vision Accelerator Design Products

▪ Uzel Vision Accelerator Design Products



AAEON Vision Accelerator 
Design Products

AAEON Technology Inc. is a leading manufacturer of advanced industrial and 
embedded computing platforms, providing integrated solutions, hardware and services 
worldwide. 

AI Core X, part of the UP family from AAEON, is powered by Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X 
and built on the mPCIe form factor. AI Core X is compact and designed to work in a wide 
range of applications.

AAEON also offers a wide range of compact embedded boards which the AI Core X can 
easily be added to power machine vision and computer learning.

Features

▪ Intel® Movidius™ 
Myriad™ X VPU

▪ Intel® Vision 
Accelerator Design
SW SDK

▪ Supported 
frameworks: 
TensorFlow, Caffe, 
MXNET

▪ Ubuntu 16.04, 
Windows® 10

1 x Intel® Movidius™ 
Myriad™ X VPU: AAEON 

UP AI Core X

2 x Intel® Movidius™ 
Myriad™ X VPU: AAEON 

UP AI Core XM 

4 x Intel® Movidius™ 
Myriad™ X VPU: AAEON 

UP AI Core XP4

8 x Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X VPU: 
AAEON UP AI Core XP8

Customized card based on Intel® 
Movidius™ Myriad™ X VPU:
AAEON UP AI Vision Plus X

LEARN MORE

Visit the following page to learn how AAEON and Intel have developed a 
wide range of AI solutions powered by Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X: 
aaeon.com/en/ai/ai-solutions-powered-by-intel-myriad-x

For more information, please visit www.up-board.org, UP Community up-
community.org/, UP Shop up-shop.org/, or contact AAEON directly at 
aaeon.com/en/contacts/form/
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ADLINK Vision Accelerator 
Design Products

ADLINK offers certified solutions for highly regulated markets. Their rugged 
specifications are ideal for meeting the extended lifecycle requirements of industrial 
applications, and their standards-based designs ensure system compatibility and 
solution scalability.

The EDL-mPCIe-MA2485 PCIe mini-card series features Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X 
VPUs, providing an easy and flexible solution for computer vision and deep learning 
acceleration. EDL-mPCIe-MA2485 PCIe mini-cards are able to solve complex AI 
hardware design challenges and can integrate of vision-based accelerators and 
inference engines for deep learning at the edge.

Features

▪ PCIe mini-card 
form factor

▪ 1x/2x Intel® Movidius™ 
Myriad™ X VPU 
MA2485 with on-chip 
memory

▪ Support for Intel® 
Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

▪ Operating 
temperature 0°C to 
60°C with thermal 
solution

Accelerator cards with 1 or 2 x Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X VPU:
ADLINK EDL-mPCIe-MA2485

LEARN MORE

Visit the ADLINK EDL-mPCIe-MA2485 page to learn more 
about the offering, its key features, and how to order: 
adlinktech.com/Products/Deep_Learning_Accelerator_Platf
orm_and_Server/Deep_Learning_Accelerator/EDL-mPCIe-
MA2485?Lang=ent
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ADVANTECH Vision 
Accelerator Design Products

Advantech is a leading provider of embedded applications, providing products and 
solutions across industries.

The ADVANTECH VEGA series is a low-power consumption, ultra compact card 
powered by Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X VPU. It enables hardware acceleration for 
common deep neural networks, is scalable for multi video streams edge inference, and 
delivers 10 times performance compared to previous generation with full support for 
the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit.

1 x Intel® Movidius™ 
Myriad™ X VPU:

ADVANTECH VEGA-320
ADVANTECH VEGA-330

Features
Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit
▪ Model Optimizer, inference engine

▪ Supports frameworks like TensorFlow, Caffe, 
MXNet, ONNX

Deployment wizard
▪ AI Model Launcher, Deployment Reference, 

CPU/VPU Monitoring

Pre-trained models
▪ Facial detection, pedestrian tracking, human pose 

estimation

Third party AI SDK
▪ Vehicle detection

▪ License plate recognition

▪ Optical inspection

2 x Intel® Movidius™ 
Myriad™ X VPU:

ADVANTECH VEGA-330

8 x Intel® Movidius™ 
Myriad™ X VPU:

ADVANTECH VEGA-340

4 x Intel® Movidius™ 
Myriad™ X VPU:

ADVANTECH VEGA-340

LEARN MORE

Visit the Advantech VEGA Series page to learn more about 
the offering, its key features, and how to order: 
https://www.advantech.com/products/edge-ai-acceleration-
modules/sub_3d060f1e-e73e-460d-b38c-c69f76312c91
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HPE Vision Accelerator
Design Products

From the edge to cloud, HPE powers enterprises with proven, industry-leading IT 
infrastructure solutions, products and services. The HPE Edgeline VPU Module with 
Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X VPU seamlessly integrates vision processing unit computing 
with HPE Edgeline. VPU technology delivers high performance, high density, and high-
power efficiency for deep neural networking running imaging and video inference 
applications. high-density and high efficiency for vision analytics in edge
computing environments.

Features

▪ M.2 Form Factor (22x110 mm )

▪ 1x/2x Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X 
VPU MA2485 with on-chip memory

▪ Support for Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

▪ Operating Temperature:

− M710x Top Side = 0-55C

− M710x/m510 bottom
slots = 0- 45C

− EL300 = 0-35C4x Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X VPU:
Hewlett Packard Enterprise Edgeline Intel® 

Movidius™ Myriad™ X VPU Module

LEARN MORE

Visit the HPE edgeline Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X VPU 
Module page to learn more about the offering, its key 
features, and how to order: hpe.com/ca/en/product-
catalog/servers/accelerators/pip.hpe-edgeline-vpu-
module-with-myriad-x.1011181572.html
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IEI Vision Accelerator
Design Products

IEI Integration Corp. is developing and perfecting solutions for AI, machine vision, smart 
factory, smart retail, surveillance, medical diagnostics and other use cases and 
applications.

The IEI Mustang Series is a compact size card series that features low power 
consumption through Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X VPUs or Intel® Arria® FPGAs, as well as 
Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit.

Features
▪ Operating systems:

Ubuntu 16.04.3 LTS 64bit, 
CentOS 7.4 64bit, Windows® 10 
64bit

▪ Currently supports topologies 
like AlexNet, GoogleNetV1/V2, 
MobileNet, MTCNN, 
Squeezenet1.0/1.1, Tiny Yolo 
V1 & V2, yolo V2, ResNet-
18/50/101.*

▪ Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit structure 
which allows trained data such 
as Caffe, TensorFlow, MXNet, 
and ONNX to execute on it after 
convert to optimized IR

1 x Intel® Movidius™ 
Myriad™ X VPU: IEI 

Mustang-M2AE-MX1-R10

2 x Intel® Movidius™ 
Myriad™ X VPU: IEI 

Mustang-M2BM-MX2-R10, 

4 x Intel® Movidius™ 
Myriad™ X VPU: IEI 

Mustang-V100-MX4-R10

8 x Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X VPU:
Mustang-V100-MX8-R11

1 x Intel® Arria® 10 FPGA: 
Mustang-F100-A10-R10

LEARN MORE

Visit the IEI Mustang Series page to learn more about the offering, 
its key features, and how to order: https://www.ieiworld.com/ai-
ready-solution/en/

*For more topologies, model and framework layer support information, please 
refer to the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit official website: 
software.intel.com/en-us/openvino-toolkit
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JWIPC Vision Accelerator 
Design Products

2 x Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X 
VPU JWIPC Intel® Movidius™ 
Myriad™ X

Movidius Design 
Products

▪ Ultra low power design

▪ Unique design for
vision and AI workloads

▪ Intelligent memory
fabric that pulls
together heterogeneous 
resources to enable 
power-efficient 
processing

▪ Small footprint 
that can easily be
integrated into existing 
products

Intel® FPGA Design 
Products

▪ Rack-mount chassis

▪ UART interface for
micro USB package

▪ Passive heatsink
(optional)

LEARN MORE

Visit the JWIPC product page to learn more about its AI 
products:
jwipc.net/content.asp?pid=15

JWIPC providers products to industries such as OPS, digital signage, point of sales, 
industrial PC in IoT, AIO, Mini-PC, and network security among others. JWIPC provides 
end-to-end hardware solutions to OEMs, Sis, and ISVs all over the world. JWIPC’s 
accelerators enable facial recognition, vehicle detection, behavior analysis, and optical 
character recognition.

1 x Intel® Arria® 10 FPGA : 
JWIPC DLAC660SX
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NEXCOM/NexCOBOT Vision 
Accelerator Design Products

NEXCOM is a trustworthy partner for building intelligent solutions for customers in 
automation, security, IoT, mobile computing, and network solutions. The AIBooster
series provides high performance through deep neural network inference for fast, 
accurate video analytics.

8 x Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X 
VPU: Nexcom AIBooster-X8

Features

Single/dual Intel® 
Movidius™ Myriad™ X 
MA2485 VPU with up to 1 
TOPS per VPU 

▪ On-chip accelerators 
20+ image/vision 
processing accelerator, 
Neural compute engine 
(DNN accelerator)

▪ Neural network 
capability neural 
compute engine

Supports Intel® 
Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

8 x Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X 
VPU: Nexcom AIBooster-X8-MXM

1 x Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X 
VPU: NEXCOBOT AIBooster-L1

2 x Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X 
VPU: NEXCOBOT AIBooster-L2

LEARN MORE

Visit the NEXCOM product page to learn more about
its AI products:
nexcom.com/Products/mobile-computing-solutions/ai-
edge-telematics-solution/ai-edge-accelerator
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tinyGO Vision Accelerator 
Design Products

A leading provider of intelligent hardware solutions, tinyGO is committed to innovation 
in AI practices such as deep machine learning, natural language, and image processing. 
The tinyGO HDDL-L and -R series offers intelligent image acceleration processing 
boards to accelerate intelligence in a cost-effective way.

8 x Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X VPU: TinyGo H8C

Features

▪ 1T-8T computing 
power

▪ Built-in tinyGO 
software, easy to debug 
and install

▪ These products can be 
used in many fields 
such as facial 
recognition/face 
detection, ADAS, and 
industrial inspection

2 x Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X VPU: TinyGo G51C

LEARN MORE

Visit the  tinyGO HDDL-L series product page for product information 
and technical dat: tinygo.com/index.php?c=article&id=37

Visit the tinyGO HDDL-R series product page for product information 
and technical data:
tinygo.com/index.php?c=article&id=36
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Uzel Vision Accelerator 
Design Products

Uzel Information Technology Co., Ltd. is an industry intelligence solutions and services 
provider, offering comprehensive hardware and software solutions. Uzel is committed 
to providing customers with high quality, high value-added products and services that 
shorten product launch cycles and reduce the total cost of ownership for customers’ 
products. The Uzel UI and US series of AI products can be used in AI industries such as 
factory automation, machine vision, and deep learning.

Customized card based on Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X 
VPU: Uzel UI-S2360

Features

1. Support 8-120* 
Intel® Movidius™ 
MA2485 VPU

2. Standard PCIE 
X4 interface

3. Fanless design

4. Support more than 
9 computing 
algorithms networks

5. Dynamic equilibrium 
design for 
computation

2 x intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X 
VPU:

Uzel UI-AL2

8 x intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X 
VPU:

Uzel UI-AR8

LEARN MORE

Visit the Uzel product page to learn more about its AI products: 
uzelinfo.com/en/pro.php
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▪ What is an Industrial PC

▪ IPCs in Industry

▪ Business Benefits of IPCs built on Intel® Architecture

▪ Upgrading to Industrial PC

▪ Deployable IPC Offerings

Intel®-Based 
Commercial Grade Hardware



Production
Enhanced control

Improve yield
Reduce downtime

Optimize automation

Quality
Quality management 

Process control

Inventory
Supply chain tracking

Location sensors

IPCs help achieve factory objectives

Meet new business challenges

New IPCs offer connectivity, intelligence, and optimized performance that older legacy systems 
cannot deliver. They can also converge with other platforms, like high-resolution vision systems. 
Low-power and fanless designs make it possible to embed IPCs in smaller, more compact form 
factors, ideal for space-constrained environments.

In a rapidly evolving business environment, this can be the competitive advantage over other 
industrial enterprises. 

What is an Industrial PC

An industrial PC (an IPC or industrial computer) is a rugged solution designed to 
meet demanding environmental requirements, such as protection from liquids and 
dust, extreme temperatures, and high shock and vibration. Compared with client 
systems, IPCs offer greater customization, reliability, and scalability, plus a longer 
product life cycle. 

Maintenance 
Scheduled downtime

Augmented by sensor-based 
monitoring

Safety 
Worker safety program
Safety tracked online

Regulatory 
System compliance

Operational conditions

Gaining a competitive edge

For more information, visit: Intel® Industrial PC
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Tighter Quality Management  
The smart factory lets manufacturers detect mechanical anomalies before they affect 
product quality and see even the smallest imperfections with computer vision. 
Industrial loT solutions from Intel tighten quality controls, adding data analytics and 
intelligence throughout the production process - from the supply chain to the factory 
floor. 

Machine measurement and management
Open and interoperable, Intel's lloT technologies integrate with existing equipment 
to collect and analyze performance data all along your production line. Overall 
Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) is improved in the smart factory by using networked 
lloT sensors and intelligent devices to make mechanical operations more visible.

Safe, productive, and connected workers
Industrial loT-enabled sensors, devices, and wearables alert workers in the smart 
factory to hazards and augment their performance in challenging environments. From 
offshore drilling rigs to fulfillment warehouses, lloT solutions from Intel deliver 
information to connected workers that increases safety and productivity.

Precise predictive maintenance
Using networked Industrial loT sensors on the assembly line, smart manufacturing 
tracks key indicators of equipment wear - like vibration and temperature. Intel Atom 
processor-based gateways provide real-time data analysis at the network edge, 
pinpointing when maintenance is needed to minimize downtime and costs.

IPCs in Industry

IPCs help customer apply IoT in manufacturing to lower maintenance costs, enable 
new lines of business, and improve overall productivity. Industrial IoT (IIoT) 
solutions from Intel are the secure and scalable building blocks of the smart factory, 
delivering intelligence to your operating assets and valuable insights from the 
data produced.

How IPCs unlock smart manufacturing
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✓ Integrated into Intel silicon

✓ Suite of existing implementation technologies

✓ Hardware-based protection

✓ Platform integrity

✓ Protected data, key, and identity

✓ A common framework and set of 
root-of-trust security capabilities across Intel 
processors

✓ Empowers IT managers to discover, repair, and 
help protect networked computing assets with 
Intel® Active Management Technology 

✓ Creates a stable environment that keeps 
business & assets up and running smoothly 
with an easily deployable platform

✓ Enables optimized Industrial Computers 
using three main components: the CPU, 
the chipset and the LAN controller on the 
Intel® vPro™ platform

Intel® vPRO™/AMTIntel® Security Essentials

Scalable performance 
Intel’s precise and 

scalable computing 
delivers the optimal 

combination of 
performance per

dollar, per watt with 
power efficiency and

high performance. 

Remote manageability 
Intel® Active Management 
Technology (Intel® AMT) 

enables in-band and out-
of-band management, 

allowing IT managers to 
discover, repair, and help 

protect networked
computing assets.

Security 
With platform integrity, 
encryption and storage, 

hardware-assisted
crypto acceleration and 
secure key generation, 
and isolated execution 
environments, Intel's 

security framework helps 
protect application

secret during runtime. 

Virtualization 
Intel® Virtualization 

Technology (Intel® VT) 
eliminates performance 
overheads and improves 

security by providing 
hardware assistance to 

help reduce the size,
cost, and complexity

of virtualization. 

Modern IPCs and embedded PCs for industrial applications built on Intel® 
architecture offer unique advantages with features to help manage the total cost 
of ownership.

Business Benefits of IPCs built 
on Intel® Architecture

Key benefits

Security features of IPCs built on Intel® architecture 

For more information, visit: Intel® Industrial PC
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Complete refresh:
Upgrade software and hardware

Legacy compatibility:
Upgrade hardware only

MES APP1 APP2 APP…

Legacy OS

Old Industrial PCMES APP1 APP2 APP…

There are TWO paths to upgrade your Industrial PC

1. For a complete refresh, upgrade to the latest generation of software and hardware and update your SW 
applications and drivers

2. To stay compatible with legacy systems, upgrade to the latest hardware and applications while keeping 
your existing software and I/O

1 2

Legacy OS

MES APP1 APP2
APP…

New IPC Hardware

Hypervisor

New OS

Upgrading to Industrial PC

Intel helps customers migrate to modern IPCs by providing training, guidance, and 
off-the-shelf hypervisors to streamline the process and simplify the transfer of 
legacy operating systems, applications, and customized settings.

Overcome common challenges to upgrading

Avoid 
Technology

obsolescence

✓ Run the latest industrial 
application and hardware 

✓ Faster software upgrade 

Achieve 
Better security &

manageability

✓ Better protection against 
cyber attacks

✓ Efficient remote management
of patching process

Enable 
Digital manufacturing

without rip and replace

✓ Connect & innovate with IOT & AI

✓ Preserve legacy environment

✓ Minimize downtime

Industrial PC upgrade options

New IPC Hardware

New OS
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Company Legacy Compatible IPCs

ADLINK’s MVP fanless industrial 
PCs balance features and 
performance in a compact size, all 
at an exceptionally cost-effective 
price point.

Advantech Embedded Computers 
are embedded systems engaged in 
edge computing and highly 
suitable for remote monitoring 
and control.

Axiomtek provides rugged 
industrial PC offerings with a 
wide variety of Industrial 
IoT applications.

Beckhoff offers centralized control 
system architectures with immense 
computer power to increase 
functionality and reduce 
cycle time.

Driving industrial innovation to 
transform business, Dell 
Technologies enables faster 
innovation, to make things smarter 
and more efficient every day.

IEI harnesses the processing power 
of Intel technology to offer 
customers a durable and efficient 
PC for faster computing and 
reliable processing

Deployable IPC Offerings

Industrial PCs built on Intel® architecture can withstand harsh operating 
environments while providing high performance and compatibility.

MVP – 612A

Embedded Box PC 5000

MVP – 614X

OPTIPLEX XE3 

MVP - 5102

UNO-2484G

Embedded Box PC 3000
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MVP-6002 MXE-5501 MXC-6401D

IPC-220 V2 MIC-770 V2

IPC-6025+PCE-7132 IPC-631+ ASMB-816
ACP-4340+AIMB-787

IPC962-512 IPC964-512IPC974-519

C6015 C6030 C6670

DRPC-230AI TANK-880AI FLEX-200AI

TANK-870e-H110 TANK-870-AI-i7KBL TANK-870-AI-E3

LATITUDE 7220EX PowerEdge C4140PowerEdge XR2
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Company Legacy Compatible IPCs

Kontron's IoT-ready KBox family is 
an industrial computer platform, 
designed to enable predictable 
productivity in a connected 
environment.

Lenovo’s IPC offerings are 
designed to provide the 
performance and reliability 
needed in a data center. 

Enhanced with Intel® Core™ 
Processors, Moxa PCs offer rapid 
performance capable of operating 
in harsh temperatures.

Onlogic’s fanless, solid-state 
reliable core system offers 
customizable expansion, powerful 
computing, and active cooling.

Siemens offers rugged and 
performance industrial PCs with 
the latest Intel processors made 
for fast computing and 
visualization tasks.

Vecow products are leaders in 
performance, trusted in reliability, 
advanced in technological 
capabilities, and innovative in 
new concepts.

Deployable IPC Offerings 
Continued

Industrial PCs built on Intel® architecture can withstand harsh operating 
environments while providing high performance and compatibility.

ML100G HX 600 Karbon 700 X2 & SE

SIMATIC IPC547G SIMATIC IPC647E SIMATIC IPC847E

MC-1220-KL1-T-S MC-1220-KL5-T-S MC-1220-KL7-T-S

ThinkCentre 
M90n Nano

Think Server 
SE350

ThinkCentre 
M90n Nano

ECX-1411 RCX-1211ECX-1101

ECX-2000EVS-2000ECX-2200/2100

Kbox C-102-x KISS 2U V3Kbox A-150-SKL

Updated
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Intel®-Based 
AI Solution
▪ AI Box

▪ PRC Cloud Service 
Provider Offerings



Intel®-Based 
AI Solution
AI Box
▪ Intel®-Based AI Box Overview

▪ AAEON AI Box

▪ Advantech AI Box

▪ IEI AI Box

▪ Seavo AI Box 

▪ tinyGO AI Box

▪ Uzel AI Box

▪ Weibu Microstep AI Solution



Intel®-Based AI Box Overview

Key benefits

✓ High scalability opportunity
Develop creatively and choose from a variety of 
frameworks, networks, and operating systems to 
deploy more deep learning capabilities

✓ Versatile edge application 
With incredible computing power and high 
flexibility for developers, deploy the Intel® AI Box 
within any vertical

✓ Streamlined path to production
Accelerate to a working prototype and scale to 
production with the Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit paired with the richest AI at the 
edge ecosystem of Intel® AI: In Production partners

✓ Access improved AI analytics
Build cutting edge-AI and machine learning into PC 
applications with optimized large scaling database 
matching solutions

✓ Discover ready-made algorithms from ISVs
Leverage a repository of production ready 
algorithms that make it easier to implement real-
time video analysis to achieve AI detection of 
objects, individuals, and faces
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The Intel® AI Box is a flexible heterogeneous computing platform that enhances AI 
solution development. Combined with the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit the 
box creates an edge AI solution that is applicable to developers in any vertical looking 
to bring more efficient deep learning to their business ecosystem. 

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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AAEON AI Box

AAEON works continuously to bring innovation to the market and showcase the latest 
vertical use cases while utilizing a large variety of Intel® technology. AAEON empowers 
developers with cutting-edge tools to streamline deep-learning algorithms.

LEARN MORE

▪ For more from AAEON, visit https://www.aaeon.com/en/

▪ For more information on AAEON use cases, visit:

▪ https://up-board.org/up-squared-robomaker-pro-kit/

▪ https://www.aaeon.com/en/ac/intelligent-street-lighting
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Intel AI Box
Hardware

✓ UP Square AI Vision X 
Developer Kit

✓ AI Core X

Preinstalled Software

✓ Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

✓ Intel® Media SDK

✓ Ubuntu* 16.04 desktop LTS

✓ Intel® System Studio 2019 
Ultimate Edition

Algorithm 

Edge AI Solution

People and Vehicle 
Counting

Obstacle avoidance

Area Mapping

Empowering rapid 
development of 
robot demos right 
out of box with UP 
Squared RoboMaker
Pro Kit

Real-time monitoring 
of city streets for 
automatic dimming of 
unnecessary lights 
to save city power 
and energy

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
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Advantech AI Box

The Advantech AI Box combines strong computing power with production-ready 
algorithms from ISV’s to streamline deep-learning tasks and increase versatility in 
vertical application.

LEARN MORE

▪ For support from Advantech, visit: https://select.advantech.com/ai-
yolov3-rrk/
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Intel AI Box
Hardware

✓ Advantech AIR-200

✓ Advantech EPC-C301 Dev Kit

✓ VEGA-320/VEGA-330 

Preinstalled Software

✓ Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

✓ Intel® Media SDK

✓ Ubuntu* 16.04 desktop LTS

✓ Intel® System Studio 2019 
Ultimate Edition

Algorithm 

Edge AI Solution

Object tracking

Person and Facial 
Detection

Human Pose Estimation

Traffic monitoring to 
detect and count the 
traffic flows and 
decrease congestion 
and traffic accidents

Empowering video 
surveillance in 
public spaces with 
enhanced security

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
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IEI AI Box

The IEI AI Box is designed to facilitate developer versatility to create solutions that can 
be applied to many different verticals.

LEARN MORE

▪ For support from IEI, visit: https://www.ieiworld.com/_index/en/
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Intel AI Box
Hardware

✓ IEI FLEX-BX200 AIoT
Developer Kit

✓ IEI Mustang-V100 

Preinstalled Software

✓ Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

✓ Intel® Media SDK

✓ Ubuntu* 16.04 desktop LTS

✓ Intel® System Studio 2019 
Ultimate Edition

Algorithm 

Edge AI Solution

Medical imaging

Anomaly detection

Classification and 
segmentation

Medical imaging to 
detect Age-related 
Macular Degeneration 
(ArMD), a leading cause of 
vision loss

Real-time cell 
identification
Automatic differential 
counting of bone 
marrow smear

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
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Seavo AI Box

The Seavo AI Box harnesses the power of Intel technology to streamline efficient 
solutions in smart city, retail, and industrial verticals.

LEARN MORE

▪ For support from Seavo, visit: https://www.seavo.com/

▪ Simon Chen, simon.chen@intel.com

▪ Belinda Zhu, Guanfang.Zhu@intel.com
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Intel AI Box
Hardware

✓ 11th Gen Intel® Core™ Processors
(formerly known as Tiger Lake-UP3) 

Preinstalled Software

✓ Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

✓ Intel® Media SDK

✓ Ubuntu 18.04 desktop LTS

Algorithm 

Edge AI Solution

Object tracking

Product inspection/defect 
recognition

People counting and 
monitoring

Real-time monitoring of 
product manufacturing 
lines for more accurate 
and reliable defect 
detection

Improve retail 
shopping experience 
with improved insights
and loss prevention
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tinyGO AI Box

The tinyGO Ai Box harnesses the power of Intel technology to give deep-learning 
developers versatility and high-processing power to streamline the training of 
algorithms for edge solutions.

LEARN MORE

▪ For support from tinyGO, visit: http://www.tinygo.com/index.php

▪ Simon Chen, simon.chen@intel.com

▪ Belinda Zhu, Guanfang.Zhu@intel.com
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Intel AI Box
Hardware

✓ Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X VPU’s

✓ APL Developer Kit

Preinstalled Software

✓ Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

✓ Intel® Media SDK

✓ Ubuntu* 16.04 desktop LTS

✓ Intel® System Studio 2019 
Ultimate Edition

Algorithm 

Edge AI Solution

Object tracking

Situational Monitoring

Area Invasion Alarm

Live vehicle monitoring 
and tracking to achieve 
more efficient traffic 
flow and pedestrian 
safety

Smart environment and 
growth monitoring for 
more sustainable 
agriculture practices 
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Uzel AI Box

The Uzel AI Box offers developers highly scalable AI hardware to streamline the 
creation of deep-learning algorithms and increase real-world applicability through 
Edge AI Solutions.

LEARN MORE

▪ For support from Uzel, visit: http://www.uzelinfo.com/cn/index.php

▪ Simon Chen, simon.chen@intel.com

▪ Belinda Zhu, Guanfang.Zhu@intel.com
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Intel AI Box
Hardware

✓ Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X VPU’s

✓ Tiger Lake U/ Whiskey Lake U CPU

✓ PCEI AI Card

Preinstalled Software

✓ Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

✓ Intel® Media SDK

✓ Ubuntu OS

Algorithm 

Edge AI Solution

Splicing screen support

People counting and 
monitoring

Real-time object and 
spatial tracking to 
bring AI analytics to 
professional sports 
and entertainment

Live people counting 
and real-time 
monitoring to 
streamline and improve 
smart classrooms

Classification and 
segmentation
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WeiBu Microstep AI Solution 

The WeiBu Microstep AI Solution can be deployed widely to enhance a variety of use 
cases and be applied to various verticals for scalable and versatile solutions.

LEARN MORE

▪ For support from WeiBu, visit: http://www.weibu.com/

▪ Lily Li, lying@weibu.com, +86-13590140713

▪ Belinda Zhu, Guanfang.Zhu@intel.com
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Intel AI Box
Hardware

✓ Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X VPU’s

✓ WeiBu Developer Kit

Preinstalled Software

✓ Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit

✓ Intel® Media SDK

✓ Ubuntu* desktop LTS

✓ Intel® System Studio 2019 
Ultimate Edition

Algorithm 

Edge AI Solution

Object tracking

Facial recognition

People counting and 
monitoring

Real-time people and 
object monitoring for 
enhanced retail 
experiences and 
improved loss 
prevention

Facial recognition and 
object tracking for 
improved traffic flow 
and crime prevention
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Intel ConfidentialDepartment or Event Name

Intel® – Based 
AI Solution
PRC Cloud Service Provider Offerings

▪ Baidu AI

▪ JD Starlink Retail and IoT Platform

▪ Tencent YouTu Lab



Baidu AI

Baidu AI provides end-to-end software and hardware integrated applications with 
full-stack AI capability and a rich development platform to create customized AI 
capabilities with complete ecosystem facilities to help partners grow quickly. Intel 
technologies enabled solutions include the EasyDL-EdgeBoard (VMX) accelerator 
card and the DuEye-FC100 series 200W high-end facial capture camera.

EasyDL-EdgeBoard
(VMX) accelerator card

DuEye-FC100 series 
200W high-end facial 

capture camera

LEARN MORE

Baidu AI: 
https://ai.baidu.com/

Baidu AI Market: 
https://aim.baidu.com/

▪ A SW & HW integrated solution for edge 
AI (customized DL CV analysis) from 
Baidu Brain (Baidu AI).

▪ Based on Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ 2 
Vision Processing Unit (VPU) and 
powered by Baidu PaddlePaddle
and EasyDL.

▪ Available on the Baidu AI Market

▪ A smart camera integrated with 
algorithms for facial capture, quality, 
tracking, ReID de- duplication, suitable 
for facial capture in large scenes.

▪ Based on Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ 2 
Vision Processing Unit (VPU) 
and powered by Baidu AI cloud & 
Baidu Brain
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JD Starlink Retail and 
IoT Platform

JD Starlink Smart Retail Platform is made to solve the pain points of confusing 
equipment standards, decentralization of equipment management, and isolation of 
offline data. It provides standard, flexible, secure, and reliable equipment connection 
and communication capabilities, intelligent equipment management capabilities, 
remote monitoring capabilities, data for digital store operators, equipment 
manufacturers and equipment developers. It is a platform for flexible data transfer. 
Through the intelligent device platform, it provides the smart abilities of JD to 
offline store, providing stable technical support for the construction of offline retail.

Starlink Retail IoT Platform

Features

✓ Strong generalization 
ability, compatible 
with different 
manufacturers and 
cameras.

✓ Accurate pedestrian 
detection within 
crowded scenes

✓ Auto-correction for 
camera distortion

LEARN MORE

▪ Visit https://xinglian.jd.com/web/home for 
more information

Based on Intel technology that enables real-time processing of video 
stream captured by store surveillance cameras, JD enables pedestrian 
detection, tracking, matching, pedestrian re-recognition and 
calibration mapping algorithm, real-time heatmap analysis of the flow 
density and residence time of each region, and the data of each 
camera is integrated and mapped to store map
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Starlink Retail
Business Cloud

Starlink Retail
IoT Cloud

Portainer
Cloud

People 
Recognition

Product 
Recognition

Cloud Shelf 
App

Interactive 
Shelf App …….. Edge-X 

Android 
Container

MQTT Broker 
Docker

Edge-X IoT 
Gateway

Docker Docker

Edge-X Stack: OS and Basic Services
Edge-X Supported 
Device Data MOdel

MQRR Client Stack 
(Java, C/C++, Python)

Cameras Weight Sensors Gyroscope Sensors Device Content Gateway

Edge Server
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Tencent YouTu Lab

LEARN MORE

▪ Visit Tencent YouTu Lab for more information

Tencent Youtu Lab provides public cloud services with industry-leading AI 
algorithms, growing AI capabilities, free AI services, multi-industry solutions, and 
continuous in-depth collaborations. Intel technologies enabled solutions include  
Intel® Movidius™ Neural Compute SDK and Intel® Vision Accelerator Design with 
Intel® Movidius™ VPU
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VisionSeed

✓ Includes a camera for hardware developers that provides more computing power for 
AI algorithms

✓ Reduces the number of partners in AI algorithm research and development and masters 
time control and energy spent for chip selection and adaption

✓ Supports living body detection to increase safety and convenience

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
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Intel ConfidentialDepartment or Event Name

Intel®-Based 
Scalable Solutions
Intel® IoT Market Ready Solutions

Intel® IoT RFP Ready Kits

Intel® Select Solutions for Network/Edge

Intel® Select Solutions for uCPE

Intel® Select Solutions for NFVI

Intel® Select Solutions for NFVI Forwarding Platform

Intel® Select Solutions for Visual Cloud Delivery Network 

Intel® Select Solutions for Media Analytics



Intel® IoT Market 
Ready Solutions

Intel® IoT Market Ready Solutions (Intel® IMRS) are scalable, repeatable, end-to-end 
solutions that are currently available in the market. Through the Intel® IMRS program, 
Intel is verifying that these solutions deliver innovative business transformation by 
leveraging actionable insights.

Key partner benefits

Solutions 
Directory

Event 
Marketing

Sales
Support

Co-Mktg 
Funds

Sales
Kits

Content 
Marketing

Channel 
Acceleration

Industry 
Campaigns

To qualify, a solution must:

✓ Include all edge-to-cloud components

✓ Provide a “one-stop shop” experience with order, installation, 
and support all provided from a single source

✓ Be commercially deployed in the market today

✓ Demonstrate repeatability and scalability via 
commercial deployments

Learn more: intel.com/content/www/us/en/internet-of-things/market-ready-solutions/overview.html
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Intel® IoT RFP Ready Kits

Intel® IoT RFP Ready Kits are commercially-hardened, ready-for-customer solution kits 
built for scale into customer deployments. Each kit is available for purchase today and 
features commercial grade components, customizable APIs, a verified distribution, 
pricing model, and support.

Key partner benefits

Channel 
Acceleration

Event 
Marketing

Solutions 
Directory

Co-Mktg 
Funds

Sales
Kits

Content 
Marketing

Sales
Support

Opportunity to 
be on Intel® 

Developer Zone 
(Intel® IDZ) 

To qualify, a kit must:

✓ Solve commercial IoT use-case targeted to a vertical

✓ Be commercially available

✓ Be bundled with required hardware, software and support

✓ Be orderable and have a defined pricing model (comes with an 
ordering guide)

Learn more: intel.com/content/www/us/en/internet-of-things/market-ready-solutions/overview.html
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Intel® Select Solutions 
for Network/Edge

Intel® Select Solutions are proven pre-defined, workload-optimized solutions that 
minimize the challenges of infrastructure evaluation and deployment. 

Key benefits

Simplify and accelerate deployment of workload-optimized infrastructure

Fast, easy, optimized
Workload-optimized solution 

configurations designed to 
accelerate  infrastructure 

deployment for an efficient and 
future-ready data center

Simplified evaluation
Eliminates guesswork through tightly specified 
hardware and software components

Fast and easy to deploy
Smooth deployment with pre-defined settings 
and system-wide tuning

Workload optimized
Designed and benchmarked for specific 
workloads to deliver optimal performance

Collaboration drives every solution

Market-driven business and IT solutions

✓ Encompass evolving business needs and use cases

✓ Utilize new products and advanced technologies 

✓ Update with customer feedback and best practices

Workload-specific reference design with ISV

✓ Build full-scale reference systems for testing

✓ Apply performance and security optimizations 

✓ Define benchmark methodology and target

Breadth of system vendors and solution providers

✓ Add differentiated solution capabilities

✓ Meet / exceed design benchmarks and configurations

✓ Joint testing optimizations

✓ Validated solution and detailed documentation

Intel® Select Solutions for Network - 3 main varieties:
✓ uCPE (Universal Customer Premises Equipment) – Ubuntu, ADVA Ensemble Connector, CentOS with RT
✓ NFVI (Network Functions Virtualization Infrastructure) – RedHat/Ubuntu on Intel® Xeon® Scalable 

processors & 2nd Generation Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors
✓ Visual Cloud – Visual Cloud Delivery Network (VCDN), Media Analytics

Explore product offerings: Intel® Select Solutions for Network Transformation
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Intel® Select Solutions 
for uCPE

Bring the powerful performance of Intel® Xeon® D processor-based systems to the edge 
of communication service provider networks for agile service provisioning. Intel® Select 
Solutions for uCPE provide a foundation for the development of uCPE products with a 
solution reference design and verification of performance.

What is it?

The Intel® Select Solutions for uCPE reference design provides a strong value 
proposition to telecommunications equipment manufacturers (TEMs), original 
equipment manufacturers (OEMs), independent software vendors (ISVs) and system 
integrators (SIs), which includes:

✓ Product-ready reference design that results in faster time to market

✓ Intel solution verification that reduces network evaluation time needed 
by CommSPs

✓ Partnering with Intel for joint go-to-market solutions and strategies

Solution specifics

uCPE with Ubuntu Configurations
Ubuntu offers a free, user-friendly operating system that is secure and highly customizable. 
Ubuntu is open source, has low system requirements, and has a supportive community of users.
For more information, visit the ISS for uCPE Ubuntu Configuration solution brief

uCPE with ADVA Ensemble Connector
The ADVA Ensemble Connector is a highly scalable, high-performance virtualization platform for 
hosting multi-vendor VNFs. It enables customer to run any software on open commercial off-the-
shelf servers. For more information, visit the ISS for uCPE ADVA Configuration solution brief

uCPE with Infrastructure on CentOS
CentOS is a highly customizable, secure, and stable enterprise class operating system. CentOS 
offers corporate-level security updates, YUM package manager, and extended support.

For more information, visit the ISS for uCPE CentOS Configuration solution brief

Learn more on Intel® Select Solutions for uCPE
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Intel® Select Solutions 
for NFVI

Leverage NFVI reference designs as a roadmap to building optimized, 
next-generation Network Functions Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI) telco cloud 
servers powered by the Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors.

What is it?

With the Intel® Select Solutions for NFVI, ecosystem partners can deliver workload-
optimized server solutions to communication service provider (CommSP) 
customers with reduced time, effort and expense spent on evaluating hardware and 
software integrations for NFV-based service development and deployment.

Easing NFVI implementations and accelerating network transformation

New opportunities and 
requirements trigger business 

transformation

Data driven Smart world

On
demand

Connected 
experience

Trusted
Innovative 
workforce

Delivering the choice and flexibility of SDN/NFV free 
up your technical resources for higher value tasks

✓ Platform that reduce 
the complexity of 
network virtualization

Intel Select Solutions for NFVI:

✓ Standard high-volume Intel 
Xeon processor-based servers

✓ Tested configurations of 
leading software and system 
components 

✓ Designed to deliver consistent 
performance for NFVI & real 
network workloads 

Available with:

Learn more on Intel® Select Solutions for NFVI
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Intel® Select Solutions
for NFVI (cont’d)

Jump start the planning, procurement, and deployment of your edge analytics strategy 
with high-density, low-cost solutions for network virtualization from Intel.

How to build with a workload-optimized network solution

Start with Intel® Select Solutions 
for NFVI as the foundation…

The pre-tested, complete network 
solution is stable, proven, and 
interoperable with other components.

✓ Standard high-volume servers

✓ Tested configurations of leading 
software and system components

✓ Designed to deliver consistent 
performance for Intel® Select Solutions 
for NFVI and real network workloads

✓ High performance, efficient processing

✓ Open optimized software stack

✓ Accelerate critical video and inference 
workload functions

✓ Based on open frameworks, 
such as FFmpeg and GStreamer, to 
support custom pipelines  

…Add optimized, end-to-end 
algorithm pipelines

Build with a powerful combination of supported offerings

Learn more on Intel® Select Solutions for NFVI
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Intel® Select Solutions for 
NFVI Forwarding Platform

Accelerate the introduction of next-generation virtualized solutions into the network 
with a verified system that reduces both time to production and TCO.

What is it

Accelerate network transformation
The Intel® Select Solutions for NFVI Forwarding Platform offers verified systems of compute, 
network, storage, and middleware elements to deliver SDN/NFV with choice, stability, and 
flexibility. Using a verified system reduces costs while freeing up the customer’s technical 
resources for higher value tasks. Typical VNF workloads are deployed on customer’s core 
network sites, regional points of presence, remote central offices, access central offices,
and customer premises.

✓ Platforms that reduce the complexity of
network virtualization planning, procurement
and deployment

✓ Solution optimized for high-throughput
data plane packet processing workloads

Intel® Select Solutions for NFVI Forwarding 
Platforms

✓ Standard high-volume 2nd Generation Intel® Xeon® 
Scalable processor-based servers

✓ Tested Configurations of leading software
and system components

✓ Designed to deliver consistent performance
for Intel® Select Solutions for NFVI and real 
network workloads

4G LTE & 5G 
UPF

BNG &
CMTS

IPSecGW

Learn more on Intel® Select Solutions for NFVI Forwarding Platform  
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Intel® Select Solutions for Visual 
Cloud Delivery Network (VCDN)

Enable service providers and content creators to procure, validate, and deploy their 
visual cloud platform by leveraging optimized cloud services and building with 
accelerator cards for performance boosts across applications and workloads.

Flexible configurations to fit many requirements

Media transcode

✓ Control visual data by choosing from a wide range of density-quality tradeoffs with FFmpeg
SVT – optimized software acceleration (HEVC)

✓ Gain ultra-fast and dense real-time transcode with MSS-optimized hardware acceleration (ACV)

Live streaming and content caching

✓ Take advantage of common open source IPCDN caching, live streaming frameworks features 
that are all optimized for Intel® Select Solutions for VCDN

Media Transcode Content Distribution - Streaming Content Distribution - IPCDN

FFmpeg
SVT 
MSS

V
N

F
s

INTEL® SELECT SOLUTIONS FOR VCDN CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

Intel® NICs
Intel® 3D 

NAND SSDs
Intel® QuickAssist

TechnologyB
a

se
 P

la
tf

o
rm

Intel® Optane™ 
Persistent Memory

Learn more on Intel® Select Solutions for Visual Cloud Delivery Network 
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Intel® Select Solutions 
for Media Analytics

Provide a head start for customers developing and deploying entertainment and Smart 
City solutions with pre-verified hardware and software configurations that reduce costs 
and risks.

Intel® Select Solutions for Media Analytics

Lower Cost per Stream through higher video streams per Rack Unit (RU) with the Intel 
Movidius™ Myriad™ X Vision Processing Unit (VPU) 

High Inference Performance with 2nd Generation Intel Xeon® Scalable processors 
featuring Intel® Deep Learning Boost

Accelerate Time to Inference with pre-configured pipelines, the Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit, and the Open Visual Cloud project

Addressing Media Analytics with end-to-end solutions

Partner Solutions

E.g.,

End User Solutions

E.g., 

Open Visual Cloud Sample 
Pipelines

Ad Insertion | DSS/Smart City

Media Analytics Algorithms
Support for Industry Standard Frameworks – Optimized for Intel Platforms

Pedestrian 
Detection

Car Attribute 
Recognition

Crowd 
Counting

Emotion 
Recognition

Object 
Classification

Facial 
Recognition

Learn more on Intel® Select Solutions for Media Analytics
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Intel Partner Enablement 
and Scale Programs

• Intel® Partner Alliance

• Intel® Video Specialty 

• Intel® Visual Display Solutions Specialty

• Intel® Industrial Solution Builder Specialty

• Intel® AI: In Production

• Intel® AI Builders

• Intel® Network Builders



Apply for 
solution

programs

Invite to be
a Specialty 
Partner

Automatically qualify to be 
a member of ISA program

Intel® AI: In Production

Accelerate development of 
AI-based IoT Offerings

Key benefits

Many opportunities for partner GTM value creation with Intel in IoT

Promote products and company

Tiered benefits based on membership level

Qualifications

Roles: ODM, OEM, ISV, CSP, aggregator, solution integrator

Hardware: Intel revenue, roadmap alignment

Solutions/software: Qualify for an Intel® IoT Market Ready 
Solution or Intel® IoT RFP Ready Kit

Intel® Partner Alliance

The Intel® Partner Alliance helps members accelerate revenue growth with a world-
class, solution-centered ecosystem program that bridges the gaps for member IoT 
solutions and offers multiple ways  to scale

Learn more: intel.com/content/www/us/en/partner/solutions-alliance/program-overview.html
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Visual Display 
Solutions Specialist
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Designed for Video market leaders to drive technology 
alignment and to help grow market share, accelerate revenue 
by scaling joint solutions through go-to-market sale and 
marketing activities.

Intel® Video Specialty

Invitation-Only Video Specialists Opportunities:

Leverage world-class Intel software or development cloud 
access allowing Video Specialists to reduce R&D costs, 
ensure high quality, and offer enterprise customers the 
lowest total cost of ownership

Gain access to Intel training and resources ensuring 
enterprise customers receive up-to-date insights on the 
latest Intel technologies and IoT Video solutions

Recognized by industry as a Video Specialist with use of  
program badge used next to your company’s  logo on sales 
and marketing collateral and on web properties

Scale Video solutions with access to designated matching 
Market Development Funds and opportunities to participate 
in  Intel-led content marketing, vertical co-marketing and 
more! 

For questions about IoT Specialties contact programs@intel.com
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Collaborate with Intel IoT AI experts to deliver the right 
configuration tailored to enterprise customer needs

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
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Intel® Video Specialists
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Intel® Video Specialists 
(cont’d)
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Intel® Visual Display 
Solutions Specialty

Designed for fast moving influencers in visual display to help 
grow market share and gain competitive advantage in IoT’s 
ever growing retail market segment

Invitation-Only Visual Display Solution Specialist opportunities:

For questions about IoT Specialties contact programs@intel.com
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Sales Enablement Support with inclusion in custom sales 
kits  for Intel sales and channel teams on how to sell your 
solution

Matchmaking opportunities through tools like Intel® 
Solutions Marketplace and invitations to networking and 
industry events 

Recognized as a Trusted Advisor by Intel select partners are 
invited to a series of integrated ecosystem efforts to help 
them grow market share, increase revenue, and scale joint 
solutions for the IoT visual display market

Scale Visual Display Solutions with access to designated 
matching Market Development Funds and opportunities for 
Intel-led content marketing, vertical co-marketing and more! 

Fast track to other IoT Select Benefits 

Visual Display 
Solutions Specialist

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Intel® Visual Display 
Solutions Specialists
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Intel® Visual Display 
Solutions Specialists (cont’d)
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Intel® Visual Display 
Solutions Specialists (cont’d)
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Designed to enable and showcase transformational end-user 
solutions using open, scalable software defined solutions for 
analytics and virtual control targeting manufacturing and 
smart grid.

Intel® Industrial Solution 
Builders Specialty

Invitation-Only Industrial Solution Builders Specialists Opportunities: 

For questions about IoT Specialties contact programs@intel.com
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Network and collaborate with fellow members creating 
solutions with Intel® technology through program tools and 
events as well as within the greater Intel® Industrial Solution 
Builders Ecosystem

Integrated opportunities for participation in other Intel IoT 
Solutions Alliance’s additive programs like Intel® Market 
Ready Solutions and Intel® RFP Ready Kits programs

Recognized by industry as Industrial Solution Builders 
Specialist with use of program badge used next to your 
company’s logo on sales and marketing collateral and on 
web properties

Scale Industrial Solution Builders solutions with access to 
matching Market Development Funds and opportunities to 
participate in Intel-led content marketing, vertical co-
marketing and more! 

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products 
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Intel® Industrial Solution 
Builders Specialists
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https://marketplace.intel.com/s/partner/a5S3b0000016NbBEAU/inovance?language=en_US
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Intel® Industrial Solution 
Builders Specialists (cont’d)
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Intel® AI: In Production

Develop get-to-market

Scale Go-to-Market

JOIN
TODAY

Grow AI expertise and 
connections

Accelerate solution 
development

Amplify go-to-market 
initiatives

Join the ecosystem:

✓ Develop AI solutions at the edge leveraging Intel® Vision Products: 
intel.com/content/www/us/en/internet-of-things/ai-in-production/develop.html

✓ Apply to become an Intel® AI: In Production partner: http://www.intel.com/ai-in-production-join

✓ Successfully bring your commercially-ready, edge AI solution to market

✓ Intel reviews your membership application

✓ Unlock your opportunities to scale with Intel and its dynamic ecosystem, once approved: 
intel.com/content/www/us/en/internet-of-things/ai-in-production/scale.html

Build solutions with Intel’s portfolio 
of software and hardware products

Increase knowledge of AI with 
trainings and workshops

Access resources for AI inference
all in one place

Jumpstart development with 
essential AI development kits

Demonstrate value by delivering 
ingredients other partners need

Differentiate portfolio by 
transforming solutions into targeted, 
marketable solutions

Match make with complementary 
partners

Discover new marketing avenues, 
and increase reach and exposure

Intel® AI: In Production is an ecosystem focused on accelerating development, 
promoting partner offerings, and scaling collaboration across Intel’s vast ecosystem 
of partners for AI at the edge.

Learn more: https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/internet-of-things/ai-in-production/develop.html

Key benefits for Intel® AI: In Production partners
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Intel® AI Builders

A market enablement program for ISVs, System Integrators and OEMs to accelerate 
AI solution innovation on Intel® technology.

Program 
snapshot

Tech enablement 

Technical 
enablement for AI 
solutions on Intel AI 
technology

Builders 
Construction Zone 
development 
sandbox

Partner marketing 

Podcasts

Solution briefs

Web promotion

Social amplification

Newsletters

Webinars

Virtual events

Match-making

Solutions Catalog

Match-making 
partners with Intel 
Sales teams and 
select enterprise 
customers

Investment

Connecting select 
start ups with Intel 
Capital’s AI team to 
be considered for 
investment

Partner benefits

300+ partners
globally providing solutions across 
industry verticals & AI use cases.

150+ AI solutions
optimized across a broad 
range of Intel® technology.

Available to 
all partners 

Available to partners with optimized   
AI solutions on Intel® technology

For select AI
start ups 

Learn how to join at https://builders.intel.com/ai/howtojoin
Learn more at http://builders.intel.com/ai
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Intel® Network Builders

Enabling an ecosystem of network software and hardware vendors, SIs and 
communications service providers (CoSPs) to accelerate network innovation and 
transformation.

Program 
snapshot

350+ partners | 100+ PoCs and trials | 15k trained | 
85+ Edge partners | 40+ end users 

GAIN insight on 
adoption-ready 
solutions

CONNECT & network 
with a vast community 
of partners

Tech Enablement Go-to-Market

Tech collaboration

Scale tools, joint 
open source 
initiatives and 
adoption drives

Optimization & 
integration 
assistance

Lab engagements & 
custom support

Industry education

Intel® Network 
Builders University 
robust curriculum

200+ courses

Localized content

Face-to-face 
training

Sales enablement

Match-making

Collaborate on trials 
& deployments

Sales acceleration

Direct end-user 
feedback

Co-marketing

Marketing resources 
to accelerate go-to-
market

Industry event 
participation

Mature engagement 
programs: webinars, 
podcasts, social

Partner benefits

BENEFIT
from support on 
the latest 
technologies

DEFINE
the success 
models for 
business 
transformation

ACCELERATE
roadmap of 
adoption with 
technical 
training

Learn how to join at contact@networkbuilders.intel.com
Learn more at https://networkbuilders.intel.com/
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Intel® IoT Solution 
Aggregators

Intel® IoT Solution Aggregator Overview

Arrow Electronics, Inc.

Digital China

Ingram Micro Canada

Synnex Technology International Corporation 
(SYNNEX)

Synnex Metrodata Indonesia (SMI)

Tech Data

World Peace Industrial Group (WPIG)



Intel® IoT Solution 
Aggregator Overview

Accelerate and scale IoT deployments with a broad set of repeatable Intel solution 
offerings across the IoT ecosystem. 

Key benefits

Intel® IoT Solution Aggregators geographical footprint and additional resources:

North America, EMEA, Singapore, ANZ
https://iotsolutions.techdata.com/intel-solution-
aggregator/

Asia Pacific
https://synnex-iotsolutions.com/

North America, EMEA 
https://www.arrow.com

Asia Pacific, China
https://wpig-iotsolutionaggregator.
wpgholdings.com/eng/main

Canada, ANZ, India
https://ca.ingrammicro.com/Site/home

China
https://intel.e-bridge.com.cn/shop/solution

Additional resources

✓ Aggregates Intel-based IoT solution stacks from multiple technology vendors

✓ Enables solution partners to scale solutions to market

✓ Provides complementary product offerings, in-country

✓ Offers a one-stop-shop for multiple MRS/RRKs

Learn more about the Intel® IoT Solution Aggregator, email: iot.solution.aggregator@intel.com
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Arrow Electronics, Inc.

eInfochips, an Arrow Company, is a strategic partner to the industry leaders across 
video analytics, surveillance, biometric security, identity management, and public 
safety. With a strong pool of IP to accelerate the product development lifecycle, 
eInfochips has delivered products that are deployed for various applications in 
retail, city surveillance, and transportation. 

Arrow Electronics, Inc., is one of the world’s largest distributors of electronic 
components and computer products. The offering of embedded vision products 
range from chip-level, to modules, to full embedded systems, and enterprise grade 
products. 

✓ AI/ML Service Offering from R&D to Turnkey Design, and 
from edge
to cloud

✓ Turning possibility into reality with products from chip-
level to enterprise grade products

✓ Global services and supportCore 
competencies 

Additional
information

Read Arrow’s case study on Advanced Video Analytics

Review Arrow’s AI/ML key offerings
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Digital China

Digital China is an integrated IT service provider with annual turnover and total 
assets excess $80 billion and $25 billion, respectively. With an eco-system covering 
over 30,000 partners, Digital China has provided millions of enterprises and 
hundreds of millions of customers with cloud products, IoT solutions and services. 

In the era of “cloud + big data” as well as the role of Intel® IoT Solution Aggregator in 
China, Digital China will stay true to its mission, build on the momentum and strive 
to become a leading provider for cloud services and digital solutions. 

Their core 
competencies 
include...

✓ IOT summits

✓ Online & offline developer forums

✓ Promotion of industrial integrators

✓ Solution distribution

Retail

Giada Digital 
Signage 

Management 
Solution

TronCell 
Responsive Store 

Solution

Industrial

ADLINK MCM-100

Futurerobot Smart 
Camera RVS-2100

AI RRK

JWIPC AI Ready 
Vision kit for 

Smart 
Manufacturing

Xiaogu Tech 3D 
Intelligent Face 

Recognition Lock 

Additional
information

Find detailed information on Intel® IoT Market Ready Solution or Intel® 
IoT RFP Ready Kit solution can be found on the Digital China website (in 
Simplified Chinese) http://intel.e-bridge.com.cn/shop/solution/category-
9531090226481.html
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Ingram Micro Canada
Realize the Promise of IoT

Ingram Micro Canada is an IoT aggregator and orchestrator with a broad portfolio of 
IoT technology, solutions, and services. Ingram Micro takes an integrated and 
holistic approach to IoT by orchestrating and unifying an open ecosystem of IoT 
vendors and partners. With a broad suite of tested, practical, and scalable solutions, 
Ingram Micro Canada is helping customers realize the promise of IoT. 

With in-house application developers, Ingram Micro is delivering unique real-world 
solutions for customers across multiple verticals

Their core 
competencies 
include...

✓ Best of breed and pre-integrated ecosystem of IoT 
technology vendors and partners

✓ Flexible end-to-end IoT technology stack including 
sensors, edge computing, connectivity, IoT platforms, 
applications and analytics 

✓ Modular, cost effective and scalable solutions that allows 
customers to start small but think big

✓ The ability to quickly and easily build IoT applications 
without software coding

✓ Comprehensive support and services to assist
customers at each stage of their journey toward
digital transformation

Additional
information

Find more information, please visit https://ca.ingrammicro.com/Site/home

Click here to view sample IoT dashboards on a Single Pane of Glass.

Link to Ingram Micro Corporate Website: www.ingrammicro.com
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Synnex Technology 
International Corporation 
(SYNNEX)

Synnex Technology International Corporation (SYNNEX) was established in 1988. 
Through a unique operational model, it has become the largest distributor of 
information, communication, consumer product, and semiconductor products in the 
Asia Pacific region, and the second largest in the world. SYNNEX provides integrated 
services to supply chains of high-tech industries, and its business territory covers 
Taiwan, Mainland China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam, India, Australia, 
United States, Canada, the Middle East, and Africa. 

SYNNEX, as an Intel IoT Solution Aggregator, will leverage its ecosystem partners to 
offer aggregated, end-to-end, ready-to-deploy IoT solutions with best-of-breed 
components. With this new business model in offering IoT solutions oriented by 
“Vertical Applications,” SYNNEX is building the global sales platform and channel 
and providing its partners the leading-edge IoT equipment's and technologies.

Their core 
competencies 
include...

✓ Help ODM partners to create more business opportunity 
by selling through SYNNEX global channel and indirectly 
increase ODM’s demand of CPU and IC components

✓ Provide ingredient and solution materials to solution 
builders

✓ Scale up the deployment of IoT solutions through 
Synnex global channel network

Additional
information

Find detail information about Synnex IoT Solution Aggregator on 
Synnex Aggregator website
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Synnex Metrodata
Indonesia (SMI) 

SMI, the synergy between PT Metrodata Electronics Tbk and Synnex Technology 
International Corp. (Taiwan) have created the best information and communication 
technology (ICT) products and solutions distribution company in Indonesia. Synnex
Group’s world-class experience and global network combined with Metrodata
Group’s long experience and control of the market in Indonesia enabling Synnex
Metrodata Indonesia to become the most efficient ICT products and solutions 
distributor with the highest value added in Indonesia. 

Based on SMI strength on ICT business in Indonesia, Synnex Metrodata Indonesia, 
working together with Intel, built the foundation on IoT business in Indonesia as an 
Intel® IoT Solution Aggregator. As an Intel® IoT Solution Aggregator, SMI will be 
leveraging the local channel partner ecosystem to provide aggregated, end to end, 
ready-to-deploy IoT solutions with best-of-breed components. 

Their core 
competencies 
include...

✓ World-Class ICT distribution company with local 
expertise

✓ Ability to bring the most efficient and effective way in 
delivering for ICT products 
and services

✓ Acting as an innovative Intel® IoT Solution Aggregator 
and value added distributor 
in Indonesia

Additional
information

Find detailed information of Synnex Metrodata Indonesia on the 
www.SynnexMetrodata.com
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Tech Data

Tech Data is the premiere, global solutions aggregator of IoT & Analytics outcome-
driven solutions. Tech Data strives to accelerate its partners adoption of next gen 
technologies and enables them through a unique value delivery model to further 
penetrate and mature in high-growth vertical industries including Healthcare, 
Industrial, Retail and Smart Cities. As an Intel® IoT Solution Aggregator, Tech Data 
helps partners get to market quickly through a simplified engagement model with 
ready-made, repeatable solutions that prescribe, predict, and connect to improve 
business performance globally.

Tech Data’s IoT & Analytics market-ready solutions are developed through Solution 
Factory, a comprehensive solution readiness methodology that starts at the concept 
level, defining a solution with specific vendor technology. The solution then goes 
through a reference architecture, rigorous testing, specific functional requirements, 
and finally customer-centric use case and repeatability identification. Only when a 
solution has been fully vetted can it be included in the Tech Data Solution Catalog.

Their core 
competencies 
include...

✓ Solution Factory methodology

✓ Solution Catalog featuring multi-vertical, repeatable, 
market-ready solutions

✓ Practice Builder workshops for accelerated partner 
enablement and solution sales support

✓ Specialization of verticals and business outcomes

✓ Support for core vendor relevance in IoT

✓ Hyper growth of new “pure play” vendors

✓ Net-new business partner wins 

Additional
information

Company Website https://iot.techdata.com/index.html

Solution catalogue: https://iot.techdata.com/solution-catalog.html
and https://iotsolutions.techdata.com/intel-solution-aggregator/
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World Peace Industrial 
Group (WPIG)

WPIG, as an Intel® IoT Solution Aggregator, is the best channel to offer the most 
diversified Intel® IoT & AI solutions to address business needs across multiple 
domains and applications. To play the role at AIoT ecosystem, WPI Group is capable 
to serve IT System Integrators and OT System Integrators in Asia and Greater China 
regions, bridge the overall end-to-end (edge to Cloud) applications. To integrate IoT 
solutions and on-board multiple verticals ODM/OEM/ISV solutions on the shelf, 
more effectively support System Integrators to select suitable solutions and manage 
logistics. Moreover, assist in the establishment and cultivation of industry domain 
knowledge and use cases, promote various IoT applications and support to scale 
business through ecosystem partners’ enablement.

Their core 
competencies 
include...

✓ Wide coverage with more than 70 branch offices in APAC 
to helping customer solutions sourcing and local 
deployment in no time

✓ Providing added-on values by 
deconstruction/optimization/re-construction on 
partners’ solutions

✓ An AI lab combined with the flexibility of the Intel® 
Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit, which can help 
partners quickly develop AI solutions suited to their 
needs

✓ WPI enables combination of edge Computing solutions 
and Intel® edge Insights for Industrial (EIS) to training 
and inference to different use cases such as Smart 
Factory AOI defect detection deployment

Additional
information

Find detailed information about aggregator WPI on the WPI 
Intel IoT Solution Aggregator website.
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Backup

Backup details for Intel Atom® x6000E Series processors and
Intel® Pentium® and Celeron® N and J Series processors (formerly
known as Elkhart Lake) performance claim.

Source: Intel. Performance claim based on SPEC CPU 2017 metrics estimated
by measurements on Intel internal reference platforms completed on August
27, 2020. Graphics claim based on 3DMark11_V1.0.4 Graphics Score estimated
by measurements on Intel internal reference platforms on August 27, 2020.

Testing Configuration:
Processor: Intel® Core™ i7 1185G7E PL1=15W TDP, 4C8T Turbo up to 4.4GHz
Graphics: Intel Graphics Gen 12 gfx
Memory: 16GB DDR4-3200
Storage: Intel SSDPEKKW512GB (512 GB, PCI-E 3.0 x4)
OS: Windows* 10 Pro (x64) Build 19041.331 (2004/ May 2020 Update). Power
policy set to AC/Balanced mode for all benchmarks. All benchmarks run in
Admin mode & Tamper Protection Disabled / Defender Disabled.
Bios: Intel Corporation TGLSFWI1.R00.3333.A00.2008122042OneBKC:
tgl_b2b0_up3_pv_up4_qs_ifwi_2020_ww32_4_01
Processor: Intel® Core™ i7 – 8665UE 15W PL1=15W TDP, 4C8T Turbo up to
4.4GHz
Graphics: Intel Graphics Gen 9 gfx
Memory: 16GB DDR4-2400
Storage: Intel SSD 545S (512GB)
OS: Windows* 10 Enterprise (x64) Build 18362.175 (1903/ May 2019 Update).
Power policy set to AC/Balanced mode for all benchmarks.

All benchmarks run in Admin mode & Tamper Protection Disabled / Defender
Disabled.

Bios: CNLSFWR1.R00.X208.B00.1905301319
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Backup

Backup details for 11th Gen Intel® Core™ processors
(formerly known as Tiger Lake-UP3) performance claim.

Source: Intel. Claims based on a) SPEC CPU 2006 metric estimates based on
Pre-Si projections and b) 3DMark11 estimates based on Pre-Si projections,
using Intel® Pentium® J4205 as prior gen.

Configurations:
Performance results are based on projections as of September 1st, 2020
Processor: Intel® Pentium® J6425 PL1=10W TDP, 4C4T Turbo up to 3.0GHz
Graphics: Intel Graphics Gen 11 gfx
Memory: 16GB LPDDR4-3200
OS: Windows* 10 Pro
Compiler version: IC18
Processor: Intel® Pentium® J4205 PL1=10W TDP, 4C4T Turbo up to 2.6GHz
Graphics: Intel Graphics Gen 9 gfx
Memory: 16GB LPDDR4-2400
OS: Windows* 10 Pro
Compiler version: IC18

Performance numbers are Pre-Si projections and are subject to change.
Results reported may need to be revised as additional testing is conducted.
The results depend on the specific platform configurations and workloads
utilized in the testing, and may not be applicable to any particular users
components, computer system or workloads.

The results are not necessarily representative of other benchmarks.
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Notices and Disclaimers

Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for 
performance only on Intel microprocessors.

Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific 
computer systems, components, software, operations, and functions. Any change to 
any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other 
information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your 
contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when combined 
with other products. For more complete information,
visit www.intel.com/benchmarks. 

Performance results are based on testing as of dates shown in configurations and 
may not reflect all publicly available updates. See backup for configuration
details. No product or component can be absolutely secure. SPEC®, SPECrate® and 
SPEC CPU® are registered trademarks of the Standard Performance Evaluation 
Corporation. See http://www.spec.org/spec/trademarks.html for more information.

Results that are based on systems and components as well as results that have
been estimated or simulated using an Intel Reference Platform (an internal
example new system), internal Intel analysis or architecture simulation or
modeling are provided to you for informational purposes only. Results may vary 
based on future changes to any systems, components, specifications or
configurations.

Customer is solely responsible for any and all integration tasks, functions, and
performance in connection with use of the Intel Products as part of a larger
system. Intel does not have sufficient knowledge of any adjoining, connecting, or 
component parts used with or possibly impacted by the Intel Products or
information about operating conditions or operating environments in which the Intel 
Products may be used by Customer. Intel bears no responsibility, liability, or fault for 
any integration issues associated with the inclusion of the Intel Products into a 
system.
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Notices and Disclaimers

Customer is solely responsible for any and all integration tasks, functions, and
performance in connection with use of the Intel Products as part of a larger
system. Intel does not have sufficient knowledge of any adjoining, connecting, or
component parts used with or possibly impacted by the Intel Products or
information about operating conditions or operating environments in which the
Intel Products may be used by Customer. Intel bears no responsibility, liability, or
fault for any integration issues associated with the inclusion of the Intel Products
into a system.

To the extent Customer utilizes Intel Products in applications related to functional
safety, it is Customer’s responsibility to design, manage, and assure safeguards to
anticipate, monitor, and control component, system, quality, and or safety failures.
Customer is solely responsible for compliance with all applicable regulatory
standards and safety-related requirements concerning Customer’s use of the Intel
Products.

Statements in this document that refer to future plans or expectations are
forward-looking statements. These statements are based on current expectations
and involve many risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ
materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. For more
information on the factors that could cause actual results to differ materially, see
our most recent earnings release and SEC filings at www.intc.com.

Not all features are available on all SKUs.

Not all features are supported in every operating system.

Intel may change availability of products and support at any time without notice.

Your costs and results may vary.
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Legal Notices and Disclaimers

Intel technologies’ features and benefits depend on system 
configuration and may require enabled hardware, software or service 
activation.

Performance varies depending on system configuration. No 
computer system can be absolutely secure. Check with your system 
manufacturer to learn more. 

Cost reduction scenarios described are intended as examples of how 
a given Intel-based product, in the specified circumstances and 
configurations, may affect future costs and provide cost savings. 
Circumstances will vary. Intel does not guarantee any costs or cost 
reduction. 

Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others. 
Any third-party information referenced on this document is provided 
for information only. Intel does not endorse any specific third-party 
product or entity mentioned on this document. 

Intel, the Intel Logo and other Intel marks are trademarks of Intel 
Corporation or its subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or other countries. 

Intel Statement on Product Usage 

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding 
complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights 
Principles. Intel’s products and software are intended only to be used 
in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an 
internationally recognized human right.

© Intel Corporation.
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